And the Dragon stood
on the shore of the sea..."
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Chapter 13
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"

heard these cities of magic are just like

the ones I read in books as a child...
...but with a whole lot more fuckin'."
Alexander Julian
Personal Diary
1004 A.E.

INSPIRED BY FACT

On July 10, 2004, Dr. Rudolph Stapp, before his disappearance, submitted his extensive report, "Quantum Vibrational Harmonic constants and
the inherent flaw in the Grand Unified Theory" to a cadre of the esteemed
scientific elite at Cambridge. The 300-page paper pieced together unproven scientific theorem with unduplicated laboratory experiments from the
last two hundred years. The closed conference lasted 8 hours. Very little
information from that lecture has leaked out but several members were
reportedly shaken and quiet upon leaving. Dr Thomas Kyle, winner of the
Nobel Prize in Physics in 1991, walked slowly out and promptly walked
into a post. Another double Nobel winner, whose name was removed from
the registry by request, left his seat as the Mallinckrodt Professor of Physics at Harvard University to join the Catholic Church. The professor apparently relayed the information in the paper to Cardinal Back is from Lithuania, who then apparently made the professors swear to secrecy to never reveal the information to anyone other than the Pope...although this report was not confirmed and is still only speculatory. Stephen Hawking
refused to talk to anyone about the lecture upon leaving and denies having
ever attended Stapp's lecture to this very day.
Since then, Stapp apparently attempted publication of his work but all
attempts were blocked and the work discredited. Eventually, after giving
up trying to find compensation for his work, Dr. Stapp uploaded the paper
on a personal site. Because Stapp had few living family members, he was
not reported missing for almost two weeks until he missed his rent on his
apartment in London. The server closed his personal page and the lecture
paper continues to float online. To this day, the case on Stapp's disappearance remains open.
One of the accounts Stapp references was a cryptic lab summary filed
by a junior scientist at the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility in
Grenoble, France. A routine plasma acceleration experiment created an
overload, crashing the accelerator and cutting power to the facility for a
period of 6.5 hours. The junior scientist and two engineers reported that
the synchrocyclotron and control room continued to function despite no
power running through the facility. He then reported seeing a small sphere
of white light rise in the center of the control room. The 30 cm ball floated
in the air for just under 30 seconds and then promptly winked away. After
the sphere vanished, the synchrocyclotron and the lights of the control
room went out, blanketing the three in darkness until power was restored.
Although no visible evidence was gathered during the incident, an interesting footnote was with one of the engineers. A week later, the engineer,
previously treated for colorectal cancer, reported he had been completely
cured.
Despite repeated attempts, the odd results of the incident at the Particle Accelerator was never repeated under controlled experiments and
attempts to recreate the accident have also resulted in failure. A similar
incident occurred 15 years earlier at the Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory in Batavia, Illinois. A standard startup test shutdown instantly
when a power spike was detected. Despite a totally controlled environment, the power surge almost destroyed the computer system at the time.
When power was cut, the lab equipment reportedly still ran for 4 minutes
with no apparent outside source. What made this testimony intriguing was
the report of soft voices "passing through the wall" in a language no one
could understand. The description offered included the word "soothing."
When the computers finally shut down 4 minutes later, the sounds subsided.
Stapp confirmed three similar incidents of inferior authenticity in the
past 20 years. He postulated that the modern view of physics and chemistry work well "if the universe is totally visible to us"; however, "once you
prove the invisible exists, a totally rethinking of quantum theory is required." Already few modern theories of quantum mechanics only work
some of the time.
These light spheres that seemed to generate power were not the only
subjects of Stapp's lecture. Unfortunately, the paper turned dark when
Stapp brought up the incident of the sounds of hell. The well-documented
"sounds of hell" reportedly recorded from a core-sample drilling operation
in Siberia is an urban legend (that of a drilling operation breaking into hell
and recording the screams of millions of the damned). It is based on a real
incident that did occur in 1984. An experimental well in Russia's Kola
Peninsula penetrated 12 kilometers into the ground, where scientists en-

countered a rare rock formation. The temperature rose to 180°. It was not
hot as hell, at least not on a geological scale. Geologists at the scene did
report hearing sounds of an unwholesome nature. When the bit was removed, it had been torn to shreds by forces unknown. The shaft collapsed
and its exact location was lost. A similar event was recorded none only
than by Jacque Cousteau, who retired soon after hearing noises not unlike
people screaming from an underwater cave near Antarctica. A third account from the Japanese Spring 8 facility recorded horrific voices no human could utter during a magnetic field experiment. After the test concluded, three technicians reported seeing a black sphere drop from a
Beamline shaft. It bounced towards a technician. Upon touching him, the
black sphere vaporized the technician and then appeared to roll with "an
almost intelligent whim" towards another engineer. The sphere dropped
through the floor and disappeared. The sounds recorded found themselves
online where it was discredited as being fake. A crude video also leaked
of the incident but unfortunately, that has been proven fraudulent.
Stapp, an atheist, refused to subscribe to these incidents as proof of the
existence of hell or heaven. Stapp said in his report, "By no means do I
propose the concepts of Hell and Heaven can be proven scientifically.
Those ideas exist purely as faith. I simply subscribe to a possible reinterpretation of concepts faith is based upon." This began his postulated alteration to the Grand Unified Theory and the fact that a fifth component to
the universe existed. Despite that scientists have yet to fully connect weak
and strong nuclear forces with electromagnetism and gravity, it seemed
hardly a point of interest to add another, other than the fact it totally
changed the way scientists approached physics. At the very least, Stapp
added, the universe may contain an alternate dimension that, like looking
edge on a two-dimensional construct, is invisible to us unless we alter our
viewing angle. This "Fifth type" is actually referenced as being a "Third"
type in the paper in connection to the interchange of matter and energy and
not the four fundamental interactions of nature. I am not going to share
those theories here, as this is a fantasy book, not a scientific paper.
Stapp eventually found the junior scientist from France and an Engineer from the Fermilab along with one of the survivors from the Spring 8
incident and subjected them each to a CT scan. He discovered identical
diffraction wave patterns in their bone structure. Stapp was able to calculate, using the wave, exactly where these spheres were present in space
when the individuals encountered them (The Japanese technician later admitted himself to an asylum and committed suicide before Stapp's lecture).
The final jaw dropper occurred when Stapp found only one other report of
this unique wave pattern...
...Those in a cat scan of an unidentified dinosaur fossil found in a cave
in the Ukraine. The fossil remains the subject of much speculation and
many scientists simply believe it to be a "lost" species that developed into
a coincidental shape. The brain size and articulation of claws does beg
further study. The CAT scan done of the skeleton was conducted by an
independent study years before the Stapp report and its validity has been
confirmed. The wave pattern radiated from the impressively large brain
cavity of the creature. Stapp also made connections with other odd fossils
found under investigation by crypto zoologists around the world. One
such fossil found by Australian anthropologist Dr William Lyndal in 2003
(widely credited as fake as it was discovered in Australia, not Africa where
the birth of man is assumed to have occurred) shows a humanoid skull 67
million years old, far beyond the 4.4 million year old Hominid skull found
in Ethiopia in 1993. The skull looks far closer to modern man than the
missing link fossils discovered in Africa. These connections will not be
related here as I limited myself to only one page for this dedication.
The game of Amethyst that follows is inspired by the Stapp report and
the conclusions he deduced in its pages. Aspects like "Flux Theory" and
"Alternate Quantum Vibrational States" as well as the influence of previous unrecorded history on future generations through an unmeasured
"third type" of universal component are directly lifted from Stapp's work.
In his defense, the word "Magic" is never mentioned in the 300-page paper. Enjoy the game and the ideas it presents. Try to figure out what is
real and what is fake. I wish I could take credit for all of it.
Chris Dias
Game Designer
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PROLOGUE
"Something with dragons."
"Again with the dragons? Dragons yesterday and the day before. Why not something with faeries?"
"What? No. No way," Aiden quickly blurted out. "At least
something scary."
His mother's hair, gold and silver streaked, waved down to her
shoulders. Her low cheeks rose as she smiled. She pulled up the
comforter to keep her son warm as the window was still open by
his request. He enjoyed the noise of the city, always needing
some sound to help him sleep, be it rain, machinery, or the echoes
of distant conversations. As it was midsummer, Aiden was sure to
kick off the blanket after his mother had left. The window let in
just enough light to keep the goblins under his bed at bay. Though
the city lights were far below the window, the glow from the night
sky was ample. Aiden's short brown hair puffed around the pillow
as he jostled for comfort. "Scary?" his mother replied. Claire had
been impressed how her son could brave any tale she told, regardless of the content. All he needed was the light to sleep well. Obviously, she kept it tame despite his pleads otherwise. "What
about something happy, like..."
She reached an arm across to the shelf of books. Xavier's collection was more modern. Aiden liked the ones with frayed edges,
bent spines, and old words. Claire supplied the habit, against the
wishes of Aiden's father, his older brother, and most everyone they

knew. Aiden could never find the books on his own. Only his
mother knew where to shop. "This one," she added, "Blindness &
Betrothal. Oh, I like that one."
"Too mushy. Try the next one," Said Aiden.
Claire looked at the cover and sighed. "Fine...dragons." She
opened the silver embossed book. Aiden loved the title, The Codex Dracontis. Too bad it was a children's novel. Mostly pictures, somewhat amateurish in style, the book was Aiden's first.
The pearl shaded dragon on the cover had scales fitting so perfectly, its skin was uniform with a matted silver tone that refused to
show seams. Claire opened to a random page. Each one talked of
a single myth, a beast of lore and dreams. This page spoke of a
death dragon named Zmey Gorynych. Claire didn't want to show
Aiden the image, but he insisted with a pull of her arm. She relented. There it was, badly sketched in graphite and press-printed
for the masses, whatever detail the image lacked Aiden made up
for when he closed his eyes. His mother read from the passage,
describing the beast. Aiden made it worse in his mind. She began
the story about Zmey, its wickedness and hunger for destruction.
"...But he was no match for Willum Raenis," his mother continued. "Willum was a farmer's child, and second in line to the
deed. Neither a favored son nor a fond sibling, he dreamed of being a paladin. But the only thing bigger than his dream...was his
appetite. His fingers were puffy from pastries; his cheeks were
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chubby with cheese." Claire ended that final remark with a pinch.
"Only labor with plow and shovel had staved off the pounds. Willum could not run fast. He could not lift great weights. Even in
school, his brothers above and below excelled where Willum faltered. In everything, he was average. Without stature or charisma, there was no way for Willum to win the heart of who would
suit his wishes. He looked no higher than the niece of the elven
lord, Eliso Stormbringer, a petite flower of blonde petals. She
was—"
"Skip it," Aiden interrupted between yawns, eyes still closed.
Claire grimaced and skipped the romantic subplot. "Zmey's
shadow, though dark, was peppered with tears of white as the sun
pierced through the cracks in his leathery wings. He swooped
down and with razor claws, slicing Willum's brothers open as they
tended the crops. His father was distraught but would not reject
his only son of the title. Willum had other plans. He knew the
legend of the dragon of death and its cravings. Already, it had
turned its sights on the nearby castle and the sweet-tasting elves
inside. Willum needed no incentive. He offered no deal to the
kingdom..." Claire paused and leaned forward to whisper. "You
know the rest of the story would make more sense if you knew
what the elf princess was like—"
"More dragon," Aiden, nearly gone, was alert enough for criticism.
"Willum took his father's blade and with no skill earned or
blessed, cut down his farm's livestock. All of them, a hundred
sheep. He let the smells fester. He welcomed the maggots and the
flies. He even threw his own siblings upon the heap. For a week,
he let the meat rot until the aroma was irresistible to the mighty
creature. It turned from its pillaging and razing to enjoy the impressive feast that laid before him by an obvious loyal admirer.
Perhaps Willum was begging with a bribe to appease the creature's
sense of mercy, though it had none.
"Little did Zmey know that in the stomach of every corpse,
Willum had sewn in fresh food. Berries red and blue, large and
small. Carrots and plums and turnips. He even threw a bushel of
green bananas sold to him from a trader for nearly half his farm.
Suffice to say, it didn't sit well." Claire broke from the story and
whispered to herself in contemplation, "Hmm, the fruits would go
bad in a week." She shook the plot hole away and continued.
"Zmey tried desperately to spit up its meal, but the food sat. It
gripped the beast in unbearable pain. Its own juices burst from
explosive boils and lesions. The creature began to digest itself.
Zmey's wings tore into tissue. Its eyes fell from its sockets."
Claire took a pause to check the back cover. "Pleasant," she added
privately. "Willum didn't even need to slice off its head with the
blade, for when the creature breathed its last, all the farmer had to
do was to pull on the withered carcass and carry the skull to the
castle."
She glanced at her son, but he didn't respond to her pause.
She leaned forward and whispered as to not wake, "Eliso and Willum bonded. She gave him her years as an elf. He gave her sons
for a new kingdom they would form." Aiden didn't jostle or interrupt. Claire smiled and let him be. With codex returned, she exited quietly.
"Why do you do that?" Xavier asked. Claire was started by
her other son. Years older and into his teens, Xavier's stern look
reminded her of her late husband. They were of the same height,
hair, and responsibility. Claire closed the door behind her to not
spoil her investment. The lights were off in the hall. Only the
glow from street lamps seeped in through drawn drapes.
"Quiet," she ordered. "What is it?"

Xavier hadn't shaved in two days. His pubescent stubble gave
him years further accented by his broken voice. "Why do you tell
him those stories?"
"In ten years, he has never complained about nightmares."
"It's not the fright, mother. It's the subject. You speak of dragons and magic. You make it sound all of wonder. Dad would
never approve of those books you keep buying him." Xavier diverted the subject back to his point.
"You have no idea what he wished. If Aiden wants to hear
stories of fantasy, I'll tell him. Children are allowed the romance
of naivety."
"Mother—"
"Enough." She held up her index to stop him. "You're an
adult. Don't drag your brother to being one as well. If you pull
him along against his will, he'll just run." Claire turned to leave
her son leaning against the doorframe.
"Dad was naïve," Xavier added to his mother's back.
Claire turned around. "But he was never afraid."
*

*

*

A Sunday morning meant Sunday service. Aiden refused to
set his alarm. He would do so for the Saturday programs on the
Family video circuit but today, mother would always drag him
away before Lanka the Raccoon would start the day's maths. Aiden, his face crammed into his pillow, rolled his head as the blinds
parted. The orange sun had already poked between several distant
buildings. The steel towers bordered his entire view. The window
was still open and sirens and screams of morning traffic had already begun to pollute the city.
Before Aiden had even swallowed his morning yawn or
flicked the crust from his eyes, his mother had laid out the good
clothes. The black dress pants almost glinted. Socks, shirt, and
school vest, nothing had been left out.
Aiden paused a moment to take a view from this window. The
people passed as dots from so high. After his father's death, Aiden's mother moved from the Tower Park to one of the outer
blocks. He could still see the tallest buildings of the park in the
distance, splitting the clouds with jutting peaks. Their apartment
complex was a mere dwarf at only fifty floors, of which the thirtieth was his home. Buildings like this one were eyesores, with
stone and windows like a checkerboard. Air conditioning units
adorned every other hole. Fifty other blocks like this one encircled the perimeter of the inner towers. The forest of steel blocked
any hope for Aiden to glimpse the outskirts of the city, even at this
altitude. One of the low flying military fanjets caused a mild distraction as it passed by his window. One huge roaring engine in
the nose, two others across the tail, Aiden was jolted by the image,
and happy to see it, but never questioned why it was patrolling this
area.
The church of the Sacred Mary was an all-wood A-frame cathedral almost as old as the city. Though the tallest of its type at
over five storeys, it was dwarfed by the surrounding skyscrapers.
Claire, Aiden, and Xavier took to the Underground Transit Rail as
traffic around the block was insane. No ration was given to parking around the church and every curb was filled with a variety of
electric vehicles.
Xavier would often pinch Aiden during service. The younger
brother's mind often wandered during the plodding repetitious
mass. The priest was old, with a comical lisp and mumbling
speech. Nothing much could be discerned. Aiden often ran
grooves in the soft wood of the bench in front of him with his
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nails. A hand slap from his brother only delayed his diversion. A
prayer, a passage, and a Eucharist later, and Aiden was free from
his obligations for the upcoming week.
As they left the mass, Aiden pondered his day's plans. Xavier
had grown away from the toys. He gave Aiden his from years
past, his Mantat Assault shuttle, not unlike the machine that roared
past his window that morning as well as various action figures of
soldiers wielding various ray guns. Aiden had ignored them, preferring the armor clad and sword wielding antiques his father
passed down. Aiden would spend the day intermixing the toys
with video broadcasts from the family network. He had finished
his maths and history lessons the day before. Unlike Willum Raenis, Aiden Camus was exceptional.
These thoughts ran through his mind as quickly as the trek
from the church doors to the sidewalk. The sun had almost
reached its zenith and the towers could block it no more. The air
siren jolted the entire parish. The high pitch oscillating wail
bounced off the buildings. Some ran blindly into
the streets. Others raced to their vehicles.
Xavier’s instinct took hold, pulling Aiden
and his mother close. "We got to get
under!" he shouted. He yanked the
two to follow as they made their
way to the UTR tunnel entrance.
A roar bellowed, not like
the siren, not like an air
shuttle.
Again,
it
screamed.
People followed with their own
yells.
The sun was
bright. Attempts to look
at the source of the fear
were met with a blinding
glare…until the shape
eclipsed the light.
Massive wings were
unfurled. Daggers of day
broke through the holes in its
leather skin. Talons as long as
swords tore the church peak apart
as it landed. Wood splintered and
a badly carved stone Christ shattered
upon the pavement. Twice the size of
the church, the beast roared and spit a
stream of liquid fire across the sky. Aiden,
dragged by the cuff from his brother, refused to look
away. The creatures black skin was drawn tight across its skull.
Its eyes were of drops of cream in black coffee. Its teeth were
jagged and jumbled. Not even its lips could fit around to close its
mouth tight. It was Zmey. Aiden was sure of it. Zmey was real.
Zmey was real! All this time, mother. He pictured it larger and
more pestilent, but it was the beast in form. He was sure of nothing else.
The stream of flame struck an approaching military fanjet.
The flame melted the glass and worked itself into every crack.
The pilots boiled inside, their flesh flayed from their bones. The
carcass of the vessel toppled to the ground as a single forged
chunk of glass.
The creature looked down at the scattering masses. It leapt
from the church peak and crushed a half-dozen innocent underfoot. Its reach snatched more from across the road, throwing them
against the walls of nearby buildings. Each step it took was fifty
steps of those running away.

Xavier had his mother in his right arm, Aiden's collar at the
end of his left. Aiden was slowed only by his curiosity, always
looking behind to see the monster. It was close. If it was Zmey,
why was it not dead? How much of that story was wrong? How
much was actually true?
Claire tripped. She stumbled from a broken heel and fell to a
knee. "Mom!" Xavier shouted. One passing claw and it was
done. Blood sprayed across Aiden's face. He hardly took notice
beyond a blink. There was nothing left. Xavier had taken a slash
on his arm. He was screaming. Aiden stared blankly at his brother. There was nothing between them. They were alone. Aiden
arched his head to the dragon that loomed high. A second later
and the two brothers would follow.
The beast fell back from the tackle. Another shape had
plowed into the monster, throwing it back into the now empty
church. Aiden hardly noticed the blood trickle from cuts sliced
when he grabbed the edge of a fallen broken window. This new
beast was longer with no wings. Its gold and blue
scales broke the light into colors. Long white
whiskers flapped as the creature snaked
in the air without any obedience to
science. It hovered, coiling in the
wind. Four large arms ended
with
four
white-as-ivory
claws. It opened its jaw,
wide enough to swallow a
car.
Its forked tongue
sparked a flame, but the
beast only bellowed instead of belched. As the
echo bounced off the
buildings, every light for
the entire block, in every
structure and every car,
went dead. Some shattered.
Its eyes were of a
man's, soft blue and brilliant.
Its body twisted
around Aiden and Xavier,
blocking them from the black
death. The dragon of gold and
blue scales leapt across the street
and dug talons and teeth into dark
flesh. The creatures curled around each
other but the black monster was no match for
the agility of the other. A solid bite and the golden
dragon had taken an arm. Blood as pitch dripped as molasses from the wound. The death dragon peeled itself away from
the gripping claws, causing more damage as it took to the sky.
Aiden refused to blink. Even as Xavier regained his senses
and crawled to his brother, Aiden wouldn't budge. They’re real.
The golden dragon swiveled its head to look at the boys. They’re
real. It locked its eyes to Aiden's. Nearly the same shape, both
bright blue, but the dragon's iris was the size of the child.. You’re
real. Aiden couldn't help. His lips twisted open to form the best
smile a boy in that much shock could manage. The dragon
smirked back. It winked.
You’re real…
Xavier reaffirmed his grip on his brother and yanked him
away from its gaze. All Xavier could shout was his brother's
name, which he repeated as he pulled him, nearly dragging, away
from the monster. The dragon with gold and blue scales twisted
its form again and leapt to the sky, chasing after its opponent. It
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pursued the cripple around a distant building, where Aiden lost
sight of them. Only a few seconds passed before a dozen military
fanjets roared overhead to take up the chase.
Xavier pulled on Aiden but lost his strength. They both
slumped to the ground, sitting among the dead. Aiden never
looked back at his brother. He just kept his eyes on the sky, hoping to see the dragons again.
*

*

again. He noticed the stamp at the bottom of the inside page. The
ink had faded. Some local asian type ran downwards on one side.
Aiden was due to take classes on the language next year. For now,
they eluded him. Aiden could make out the book's origin: David
Tong Chen's Biblio, 23C Huangxia Street, Genai.
It would be a week before Aiden could sneak out of the foster
house. He waited until after the funeral had passed. He was sad at
the occasion. He just wanted it to be over. At first was the viewing at another church, which took its toll. Experts in dressing
death reconstructed what remained but had placed an artificial
smile on his mother's face so fake as to make her look of one trying to smile with no experience in it. The waxy finish to the skin
convinced Aiden this was less his mother and more some farced
attempt at a sculpture by a ham-fisted artist. Again, Aiden had
paid it in tears at the prayer ceremony the following day. Friends
of his father, veterans from the wall, brought the closed casket up.
One by one, friends neither he nor Xavier knew offered hands and
hugs of consolidation. The mass was long enough, with prayer
passages reminding the mournful of god's grand purpose. Screw
him. Aiden knew the curse and said it harshly in his thoughts.
The sermons never spoke of this. They lied. They all lied…except
Mom. Aiden ignored it all, even hoping the blue eyed and golden
scaled dragon would tear off the roof and whisk him away. Then
the church's capacity all stood and marched like drones to the
casket. One by one, they touched or prayed or cried. Still, this
was not the end. The casket would remain sitting in front of the
alter for the funeral the next day. There, more rituals waited.
Another hour passed. Aiden was thankful to see the afternoon
light as he followed the pallbearers outside. Crowds waited there
as well. Strangers held and shook hands. Even Xavier found the
whole experience distressing, but he held it better. All Aiden
could do was look to the clouds passing between the towers.
More words of divinity leaped from a priest's lips as the casket
was slipped into its open slot within the massive marble wall of
the necropolis.
As they exited the mausoleum, Aiden could see the Angel
wall, the periphery of the city. Xavier took it in as well. The
monstrosity stood fifty storeys with tower battlements dwarfing
even that height. The top was manned. They called it “the
crown.” The sun was high so the barrier cast no shadows. Xavier
had been on it, looking to the forest of Cyon beyond, but Aiden
never had.
One week was an ordeal. Aiden waited until everyone had
settled. Xavier kept his word; they were both together. Cousins
foreign to Aiden had taken them in. He couldn't even remember
their last name. They lived in a house in an outer block, cast in an
early night as the sun dropped behind the shield. A UTR station
was two blocks away. Aiden faked a bathroom break to leave his
brother undisturbed in the other bed. A few coins in his wallet
would hopefully get him to Genai. His guardians would not take
to beating him for the transgression he was surely to be caught for.
Xavier, however…
One could eat off the UTR station. The touch screens were
easy to navigate. All Aiden did was drop his last coins and touch
the nearest station to Genai. The isolated village locked inside
Angel had no direct connection with the rest of the city. Aiden
needed to walk at least three blocks to enter the town, and then it
was the matter of finding the store. He hadn't thought if it would
be open or not. He even contemplated breaking in.
The store was barely four floors. It was probably an apartment complex at one point. A huge creaking gate of wrought iron
was unlocked and ajar. Wooden doors tapped open and closed in

*

Aiden opened The Codex Dracontis. It was day's end. He had
barely talked to Xavier. Law Enforcement waited for them to
pack. Aiden ignored the clothes he was supposed to take. He
frantically flipped through the pages. He found the entry for
Zmey. He studied the sketch. There were differences, few but
prominent. The creature's head was larger in real life. The eyes
were white, not black. The wings were the same. Aiden was positive the book took inspiration from the real beast, altered by a distant memory's recollection. Aiden slumped upon his bed and
stared at the picture. He locked eyes with the beast again. The
drawing stared back. Aiden shook himself out and began flipping
through the other pages. Other dragons were displayed, some with
white feathers, others with silver scales. He searched for one specific. Page after page, he faced another dragon and Aiden wondered if it was real as well. He took a glance to the other books he
had acquired, books on elves, sorcerers, and sword wielding.
"What are you doing?" Xavier asked from the doorframe, an
empty suitcase under his arm.
Aiden looked up from the book. "I can't find it," he said.
"What?" Xavier responded, quickly and cold.
"The gold and blue dragon. He's not here. It has Zmey but
not the other."
"Mom's dead, Aiden," Xavier simply replied.
Aiden was taken back. "Why would you say that?" he replied,
calmly. "I know. I know!" He got louder. "Hell with you, I
know! But—"
"Enough of books," Xavier snapped. He stepped forward
quickly, if attempting to snatch the book away. Aiden instinctively clutched it to his chest. "It’s just us now. Time for you to accept reality."
"But it’s real?" Aiden replied. It was almost a plea. He had
repeated those words in his mind for hours now.
"Yes, it’s real," Xavier said calmly, as a brother, "but it's not
our world. She wanted you innocent. That's over now. I'll make
sure we stay together."
"But what kind of dragon was that—"
"I DON'T CARE!" Xavier snapped and reached for the book.
Aiden grasped the book tightly as his armor. Xavier, though
stronger, could not wrench the tome from his brother's grip. He
shouted as he tried to separate book and boy. "They all can burn!
They killed mom...and dad!"
"Dad didn't die from a dragon—" Aiden shouted back, his
head down, body curled around the book.
"He died because of what's out there." Xavier gave up and
pushed his brother to fall back on the bed. He gave him a lazy
slap on the back in a final moment of fury. "It’s not romantic, Aiden! It’s not fantasy! Time to grow up!" Xavier stormed out of
the room to start packing. Aiden stayed tightly wound in a bundle
of clenched limbs, protecting the pages with every muscle and
bone he had. He remained wrapped until the slam of the brother's
bedroom door down the hall. Aiden stroked his fingers across the
front cover, at the embossment, at the close-image of the dragon's
eye. It was wrong, for the eye was neither blue nor as a man's. It
was of a cat, like a narrow sliver. Aiden opened the book slowly
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the breeze brought from the street. Aiden checked the address to
make sure. The sign told it true, though Aiden had expected
something a tad bit flashier.
Entering, Aiden saw only glimpses of the library, bathed in
darkness. Only a few shelves could be seen in silhouette. Cheap
tables and cheaper bamboo chairs lined across one half of the
store. An oak desk sat at the other, also unoccupied, though a few
books waited open for a willing read.
Aiden squeaked his mouth open to announce himself, but
nothing came out. He tried again but only managed a whisper. He
mimicked a cat's stealth to pass unnoticed, but only if said cat was
decrepit and drunk. He approached the oak desk and the inviting
book spread gaping for his eyes. He reached into his coat pocket,
pulled his thin-rimmed, octagon-shaped glasses, and curled its
arms around his ears. He could read the words.
"A little young to take to crime, Mr. Camus," came the voice
that started the boy. Aiden jumped quickly to see the dumpy figure approaching from shadow. He was shorter than the pubescent,
but with twice the skin, a dark tan, crumpled and wrinkled over a
frail body. His short grey hair stood like fuzz from his head. He
walked in slowly but gracefully. Despite wrinkles, a smoothed
face from stubble had but a small patch of grey whiskers under his
nose and chin. His almond-eyes were of a radiant blue, the only
part of the man not taken to decay. His voice was deep and rough,
but clear and without accent.
Aiden stepped from the book, but backed into a shelf behind
him, jostling the heavy tomes resting upon it. Aiden took a glance
and caught a hefty volume locked with a dragon claw-shaped gold
clasp before it thumped on its side. He righted it up as quickly and
shot a glimpse quickly to the elder. "I'm sorry," Aiden started, "I
was just—"
"Quite all right, little one." he replied. "Take the book. I have
three." He approached but remained across the table. Aiden didn't
know to orbit left or right. His back was still to the shelf.
"I just wanted to look," said Aiden. He trailed off, realizing
his name was called. "How did you—"
"I knew your mother. I sold her the books. Sorry about..."
Chen paused to choose an appropriate word, "everything."
"Who are?" Aiden voice still squeaked. The last word was
formed but his voice failed.
"I am a collector," the man responded. "You may call me David or Chen."
"You collect books Davidorchen?" Aiden managed to ask.
"I collect truth," Chen corrected. Aiden swallowed and
stepped to the book. He looked down at the words, but found the
elder distracting. Chen turned and whispered something. A flame
rose from a lantern nearby. Chen reached over and opened the
door to the lamp. The flame leapt out like firefly. Bouncing and
fluttering, it struck every candle and lantern in the shop. Each one
took the flame. After bounding from the corner lamps and the
dozen or so candles, the flame returned to its home and closed the
door behind it. Aiden’s maw was still gaping when he took sight
of the forty rows of books that encircled the massive chamber—
every wall, floor to ceiling. Each volume, every spine, looked as
old as the book on the desk, like the books Aiden had. They were
old, old and magnificent. It would take a lifetime to read them all.
Looking at the shopkeeper, he probably had.
Aiden immediately closed his mouth and locked on his purpose. "Dragons," he said.
"So it was. Somewhat hard to miss them when they appear as
they did."
"Dragons aren't real," Aiden forced himself to say. They are.
They really are.

"So you claim," Chen replied with an almost smirk. Aiden
was not smiling. Desperation had washed over his face, like a
man frantic for water in a desert though believing himself unable
to swallow.
"I don't understand," Aiden choked.
"Nor should you."
"Was it Zmey?" came with an almost shout.
"Hmm?" Chen pondered the sudden question. Aiden could
see the man rifling through old thoughts. The answer came as his
eyebrows perked up. "No, Zmey is a myth. He was based on several other stories."
"I couldn't find the other in my book."
"Book?"
"Codex Dracontis—"
"Oh yes, I forgot your mother bought that? There are better
ones."
"Ones that show the other dragon?" Aiden asked. Now he was
almost smiling.
"Other?"
"The dragon with gold and blue scales, white whiskers and
white talons. A long snake. Four arms with four talons." Aiden
could recollect the image as if it was standing in front of him. If
he could draw, he would do so, rivaling any rubbing found in the
codex.
"Saw it, did you?" Chen orbited slowly around the table. He
rolled his fingers across the spines of the books on the shelf behind Aiden. "You know they say spotting a Yok-ani dragon is a
good omen. Seeing two means you will have a blessed life." He
finds the book in question and pulls it out, twice as thick as the
Dracontis, but with no artwork, only a single large asian letter and
the common words underneath, Myths of the Kuraukou-Puru.
"Yok-ani?" Aiden repeated. "Are they nice?" Aiden sounded
mature beyond his years prior until he said that.
"Many would certainly think so," Chen responded as he
pounded the book on the table. He respectfully slid the other to
the side. "What do you think?" he said as he unclasped the latches
at either end.
"I think it was nice," Aiden answered, looking at Chen.
"It had four talons?"
"Yes."
"Good eye for detail, considering. They grow more as they
grow older. Three, to four, to five." He opened the book. The
heavy stock pages were rough on the leaf, rougher on the edges, a
hemp-pulp hybrid paper, though Aiden would not know that yet.
They made considerable noise as they flapped by. The letters
were pounded heavily in the stock so that even a blind man could
read them. Pictures were spartan compared to the Codex. "Here,
this one talks about the yok-ani." Though Aiden loved reading,
the child within still liked the art, and the image of the coiled
snake pirouetting in the air hooked him. "They are quiet, reserved,
renowned for their wisdom, and worshipped for their humility in
their approach to their immense power. Under their guidance,
lands see no war, no famine, and no grief. At least, that's what the
book claims."
Aiden broke from image to look up at the man, feeling taller
now that he was closer. "And, this is...true?" Aiden pleaded more
than asked. "I mean it’s real. For real, real?"
"It's a book. Reality is what you encounter. Read it. Stay if
you wish."
"I will get in trouble," said Aiden.
"Of course you will," Chen taunted.
Aiden smiled and reassured himself. "I can stay."
"I'll make tea," said Chen as he walked away.
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Two cups later and Aiden had gathered a taste for the shop,
the book, and surprisingly enough, the tea. This tea was no simple
drop-bag of disheveled twigs and bark. The elder had brought a
kettle of scolding water, a saucer and cup, and oddly, a smaller
kettle. Inside the smaller was a collection of dried herbs, flowers,
leaves, and a little honey. Aiden chewed on a few leaves before
finally being taught the procedure. He poured the hot water in the
small kettle, emptied the small kettle into the cup, and repeated as
wanted. Aiden had passed an entire kettle before finally speaking
to the man again.
"Do you have more?" he asked.
"Tea or dragons?"
"About everything outside," Aiden pushed.
Chen gave a crooked smile and waved to the room. "They're
all on that subject, young one."
Thousands of books. "I want to read them all," said Aiden.
"It's a start," Chen answered, "so, more tea, then."
"Then I want to see them for myself?" Aiden added suddenly
to Chen's back.
The elder turned around with smirk and raised brow. "A zeal
for adventure get you already?" He reached out, grasped Aiden's
wrist, and pulled his sleeve to reveal his self-winding watch. Chen
pointed to the timepiece. "But this world," then he pointed to the
east, "and that world do not mix. What you have here does not
work out there. No cars, no networks, no phones. Can you wield
a sword, fire an arrow?"
"No..." Aiden replied quietly, deflated, but not defeated.
"Then how would you survive out there?" Chen asked. He
didn't intend to discourage the boy; he nudged for an answer.
"What do you do well?"
Aiden scrunched his lips, shrugged, and sighed. "I read
books," he replied. "I don't suppose it means much."
"Actually, my dear boy," came the answer, "you'd be surprised
what books can do."
_____________________________________________________

“There are rules,” his brother kept saying. If god created the
world and by proxy the universe, than along with such a lofty title,
he would be perfect in every way. But it wasn’t. The rules were
not in stone. Someone broke them. Someone?
Science demanded obedience. Its very charter held that absolute. But what about stranglets and quark stars and vacuum energy and particle-wave theory? We were discovering more and
more about what we didn’t know and couldn’t conceive to know.
But we were on the road to understanding it, right? We couldn’t
see over the next hill, but nothing required us to drive off.
“They’re just stories,” Xavier added. “Dreams are just that…they
allow us to play out of reality.”
Of course, reality. If we see it, it’s real. If we can’t, it probably isn’t there. Maybe Xavier was right. No…of course not. He
lied. He lied. Mom was dead. Mom never lied. Dad was never
there. He was on the wall. The wall? Defending us from whom?
What’s beyond that wall? “Nothing we should be concerned
about,” Xavier said. “There’s nothing out there.”
But there were dragons. To make one such leap could mean
there was more. Is the entirety of man’s world bound in this city?
Angel was enormous, with parks and schools and malls. We had
computers. We had fluorescent lights. We even had aircraft and
cars. Rules were in place to govern them. They still had to work.
If technology worked than the science behind it also had to.
Science declared magic as myth. You can’t throw fire from your
hands. You can’t fly without proper wings. You can’t be succumbed by the temptations of an elvish princess. “There’s nothing
out there,” he said. Xavier lied. There were dragons.
There. Were. Dragons.
Impossible. But if impossible was true, was else? Zmey?
Willum Raenis? Eliso Stormbringer? Eliso? Elves? Were there
elves? Was there beauty that could not be bound in human skin?
Chen’s books certainly claimed there were. These were not wise
subjects of pursuit during pubescent years. Aiden opened one
such book which had skillful sketches of such beauties. These
artists were clearly in love with the female form and found sufficient muses with these elvish splendors. How accurate were they?
Before Aiden’s sprouting years, he often asked Chen to sign out
the books on dragons and kingdoms allied with them. Throughout
his awkwardness and for a time after, Aiden swapped out the dragons for the elvish books, with a preference for ones with pictures.
He hid them from his brother. Uncomfortable about his urges?
Xavier had his own—real pictures of real humans. Aiden would
rather not explain why he desired drawings of fantasy over photographed flesh. He expected millions of such blooming boys had
such fantasies through history—to seek what could never be. How
many of them knew what he did? Did elves also sit just outside
that wall? Were there nymphs? Was their reputations exaggerated? Unblemished naked skin riding unicorns through an unspoiled landscape untouched my man. The noble knight watches
smitten through the bushes. He jumps out to save the virtue of the
virgin against a mob of hungry orcs, or goblins—whatever the
story endorsed. She beds him against a tree in her gratitude. He
follows her into the woods, taken by the fey into their flock to live
for eternity in enchanted bliss.
What the hell? Aiden laughed at the absurdity when in serious
contemplation. Only at night, when the lights were off and he
closed his eyes, did the heat return to his dreams and he would
dash off into the nethers of his cravings. There was no satisfying
such a hunger in the middle of Angel’s Tower Park. He had a
crush on Lara Romano since he was eight but that never went anywhere. They didn’t even hold hands. Now that he knew what
the point was, it felt a lifetime away. Thank Christ for Ming Xia
Wen.

“I must see it for myself?” Aiden started.
“In time, when your soul is armored for it,” Chen responded.
He said that a lot. Always cryptic with answers. He danced
around the subject. If Aiden had any say, he would sneak out of
south gate and race to the forest of Cyon before anyone could
catch him. He was a fast runner, but not smart enough to realize
there were five armored and constantly guarded barricades
through the southern gate. The only way Aiden was going to
leave was as an adult.
Aiden couldn’t even remember his second foster parents. The
third didn’t fare much better. No matter where he was shuffled to
or whom he was dumped on, his anchor in Genai pulled him back.
Afternoon’s after school, weekends until nearly dusk, Aiden took
in everything he could. Every book, fact or fiction, the lines were
blurred so often, he had trouble telling what was either. Occasionally, he would take a book the roof of the library to read.
The top level of Chen's house was the same as its neighbors,
all dwarfed by the towers of Angel's dominance at the periphery.
The Genai houses looked ordinary, built from stone and wood,
held together by iron and glue. Two bamboo lawn chairs sat beside one another, the only features of the roof. One evening, just
before the sun dipped over the southern edge of the outer wall,
Aiden realized it. That was the edge of humanity. Everything we
were taught, everything we were raised to accept was held in by
self-made walls.
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Mankind possessed mythology and legends dancing with daydreams of hags, harpies, and hydras. Dragons and unicorns
adorned crests, banners, and flags for centuries before being discovered as truth. It could not be coincidence. This was the real
world, not some fantasy.
“Perhaps it is a dream?” Xavier offered in argument. “Perhaps
it is our nightmare world come to haunt us. Perhaps this is test
from god.” Always to god as the scapegoat. Why would some a
deity be so petty? Why would such a good being be so deceptive?
It made no sense. Could there be an explanation where god was
not mentioned? Could science actually explain magic? For cause
and effect, all Aiden needed to do was look up at the night sky.
He could read by it—the bright light in the darkness that outshone
the rest. It looked as any star. It warranted worship, as imagined
the constellations did when people could still view most of them.
Now this single brightness reigned alone in the night, but it was no
sun. It gave off no heat, only light…and something else. It was
why everything was the way it was. It was not like the other stars,
unfathomably distant holes in the blanket of night. This star required no cresting backbone over the darkness to stay up. It hung
near the moon, drifting chaotically in front, beside, and behind it.
But it never disappeared completely.
Attricana. The white gate. The tear. It was given few names
and the former was the accepted term, though no one remembered
who dubbed it. Intruder, Usurper, Invader—words Xavier used,
for as long it shined, man would never retake the world. Maybe it
was for the best. Aiden had read books of what man did to himself and the world when he reigned uncontested. Aiden considered the tear had formed because of avarice. Could he use Xavier’s argument against him and claim it was god? No, it was best I
keep god from the equation, lest I get drawn into an argument no
one was sure to win.
Maybe Genai would know. Everyone in the town Genai knew
this section of Angel was named after a Yok-ani dragon living in
the temple. Aiden never saw him again…again. Gold and Blue
scales. It was him. As sure as anything else. It saved his life.
Even winked at him. At least a thank you was in order. Yet,
every single time Aiden approached the temple, he was shooed
away. He snuck in finally when he was still young and able to
squeeze in areas older boys could not. Inside, he found the crevice
where a dragon may slumber, but found it empty. Was it always
empty? Could the entire town be duped? No, he must have
slipped out. For days, Aiden parked himself on the roof of Aiden’s library, even to the punishment of the fosters when he came
back after missing for so long. Genai never appeared. You think
someone would notice such a beast coming and going? A shapechanger. All archon dragons were. He flies in as a crow or raven. What a fool to waste those days and suffer the grounding on
his return.
There were kingdoms again. Kannos. Abidan. The old titles
returned. There were barons and dukes. Rules changed and true
sovereigns required the blessing of a dragon. There were few such
kings or queens with such a claim. King Darius Konig’s declaration was false, one of many offenses committed by the “kingdom”
of Baruch Malkut. The words were from an old tongue, spoken by
few then and fewer now. The realm held it in title only. They
were religious, but in ways only connected by name. It was a debauched use of the words either way. It seemed Aiden could not
escape the intolerance of mankind regardless of what world he
lived in. An empire built on the backs of elvish slaves with the
most coins handed for the concubines. Elves could not accept a
seed unless bonded and were immune to any human disease. A
blessing in their eyes until immature male monsters took that as a
windfall.

“Minx” had been hired by Chen for caretaker duties. She
stood nearly his height, thin and athletic from disciplined martial
training, and was older than Aiden. They were friends and not
much else. But she was the only girl he could talk to and she enjoyed his enthusiasm. Tong Chen’s library was the universe to
Aiden. He didn’t really live unless it was within those walls. She
was nineteen to his fourteen. Their only time was there, amongst
the tomes. Clumsy and adorable for the short single time it lasted.
It was the only moment Aiden forgot about the books or the stories and pictures within them. Despite the fantasy in his thoughts,
her touch was a sufficient distraction. Beyond being temporarily
tongue-tied, their friendship survived the single encounter, though
it would be years before Aiden could properly disregard the possibility of a repeat. If someone had told him that would be the last
dip into a salty sea he would take, he might have been a tad bit
more persuasive about a second encounter. Still, it was memorable enough. Now with a frame of reference, his nightly whimsies
felt all the more tangible.
One night, he imagined she would be a sky elf, a laudenian.
Standing taller than the tallest man, she would gently caress his
face as she looked down upon him. Maybe she would be a tenenbri? One book claimed they were passionate and physical in ways
humans had yet to learn. Forever in darkness, their oversized ears,
pointed high and sharp, could see better than any man in the light.
How would they be? They could feel your heartbeat, the heat filling your loins.
But for the adolescent, it was the nymph, for even the name
carried the insinuation. One book he read claimed the nymphs the
most valuable prize of a slaver. Despite claims to the contrary, a
nymph had never been sold or even caught. Slavers had broken
their wills and wealth in the obsessive drive to catch such a beauty.
What foolish thoughts plagued his mind? Did he want to run
away? What about his education? Dad had a military pension and
Mom had left quite the nest egg behind, enough to pay for the entirety of post secondary education, both for him and Xavier. His
brother had already visited the wall and gotten to know the “sniffers and snipers” atop the crown. Despite aspirations of fancy,
Aiden had proven himself academic with enough saved and invested for the best universities. He wasn’t scared of science. He
understood the rules better than anyone. Out of high school, he
surely would have been scooped quickly and molded into an efficient, settled, grounded, and functional member of society. He
would do Xavier, and his vision of their parents’ ideals, proud.
Fuck that. The textbooks only defined half the world—the
one able to be weighed and measured. What of the other? Could
it not be understood? After trudging through puberty, Aiden took
to the books more fervently than before. He had noticed many of
these manuscripts featured a second stamp from a library called
Limshau. Chen explained it was a library much grander than his
humble collection of battered and bruised books. It not only had
books of techan man, but of man that had left to join the rest of the
world.
The rest of the world? There were men outside of these walls?
Men of magic? Did they ride dragons? Were their kings?
Queens? Princesses? If Aiden was born a techan, would the outsiders be…
Chen mentioned a term which was grammatically incorrect,
but stuck regardless…echan. Enchantment? It was a rather
clunky title. Were the lines so clearly defined between the two?
Aiden pounded book after book. Some were fiction, written by
authors hundreds of years long dead. They spoke of faeries and
demons, dragons and kings. Following that would be a book
claimed as fact, which told similar tales. How could that be?
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Aiden thought and at least fantasized once in a moment of
hormonal vulnerability of the rich landowners in Baruch Malkut
with indentured servants narros and chaparrans with a blind tenenbri to warm his bed. King Darius despised the fey in all forms,
only tolerating the practices of his people because of the benefits
of the slave market. He reserved an especially vile loathing of the
tilen, a race Aiden had only briefly read about. They were outlawed in Malkut, destined for a fate too dreadful to mention if
caught. Why were these chosen over the other fey as the worst?
Nothing banded men together more than with a unified hate.
Hate? The elves? What did they ever do? And why were tilen so
much worse?
Apparently, the laudenians were especially arrogant and the
tenenbri nation in the southern continent had nearly wiped out the
remaining human and dwarves, but how accurate were those stories? A later book claimed it was really the ogres in their war with
the tenenbri which caused the genocide. These were books alongside ones of fiction, and those were very hard to differentiate.
Were elves all bad and Aiden’s only counter were his romantic
dreams? Another story claimed elves lured away noble and virtuous men from the decency of human relationships. The lived
free from god and thus free from sin. They were exceptions to his
rules so truly, one could indulge any craving when with one. They
tempted the loins of the weak with their smell of passion. They
cast of that madness like a mare forever in season. Heavens,
wouldn’t that be something if it were true. Aiden wondered if Baruch Malkut truly was that bad. They had to be.
He saw the old books on Chen’s wall. By the end of his teens,
he had read nearly all of them. Chen was either apprehensive in
answering or truly didn’t how many were true and how many were
fantasy. What was the difference anyway? With the books that
predated Attricana, how could they even be claimed as false as
some of them proved prophetic? What a shame those authors
didn’t live to see their dreams proven true.

What stopped him? By now, Aiden was mid-through his
twenties. He had read nearly every book. He had taken the university but muddled his way through. There were grants and offers at labs. He cared for none of it. He wanted to leave. He
needed to leave, to see this world he had only read of. Is Limshau
truly encircled by a pristine white wall? Is there a marsh that
marks the corruption of a fallen human kingdom? Are there three
trees the size of skyscrapers that mark the elvish faith? Are there
faerie shapechangers that will marry a man if he steals their scarf?
Aiden guessed there were some boyhood dreams that truly never
die.
Chen reassured him that when his soul told him he wasn’t
ready would be the time he would leave. “Overconfidence sends
the arrow into your alley instead of the target,” Chen once said. “I
shall give you the bow. When you are confident with it, then the
arrow will be given, and it will fly true.”
_____________________________________________________
Adding to a library bequeaths unlimited freedom of all books.
A rule and principle of Limshau. Aiden already knew many of the
directives put forth by the nation of knowledge. A brief stopover
in the smaller library of Kodex suggested a small glimpse of the
greater scale to come when arching one's neck to look at the
chalky walls of the capital. Chen told him to take a book with him
and offered one from his personal shelves. He handed him an unlabeled pre-gate book of some age. Gilt rosettes ran inside gauffered edges of the front and back cover of the black tome. Inside
the border, more gold engravings of urns and vases tumbled
around a central tapestry of ovals and squares. Aiden noted the
lack of a label anywhere on the cover or binding. The inside held
a mouthful of a title, The Glory of Her Sacred Majesty Queen
Anne in the Royal Navy. Obviously a rare book, Chen promised
Aiden the volume would yield indefinite access to whatever library he offered it. Aiden held onto it through Kodex, refusing to
even let anyone glance at it. He admitted to flipping through its
rough pages once or twice, never fully understanding the prose or
the context. Better than any currency, it would pay for Aiden's
stay in Limshau for as long as it would tolerate him. Like all other
late arrivals by foot, mount, or caravan, he waited outside until the
gate's opening on the ‘rise.
The White Walls of Limshau are what they called them—a
maze of dense stone walls radiating from the central archive, miles
across. Diligently, the damaskan elves and humans of Limshau
maintained their city. The Limshau nation grew from the vision of
their first leader. They hardly referred to themselves as damaskan
anymore.
Twelve storeys tall and virtually uniform in texture, the white
walls encircled the library entire, every branch, every building.
When engineers proposed the periphery, they envisioned a flawless circle of mathematical precision. The final construction confirmed that perfection proved perception. Nary had a single error
in the construction survived the obsessive analysis of hundreds of
dedicated engineers over the centuries of the wall's assembly.
Nearly ninety feet tall, the wall almost twinkled in the setting
orange sun. From ground to sky, single slabs of waxy white marble only had vertical seams every fifty feet. The outside coat only
provided the polish and prevented outside chips. A heavier layer
of granite behind offered the protection. In three hundred years,
the wall never suffered an attack and in all of Canam, only the
bastion barrier at Angel stood as the greater engineering marvel.
Like Angel, a substantial population grew outside the walls to take
advantage of those arriving and leaving.
Outside, shops sat scattered about the housing, selling shirts,
pants, nic-nacs, and hundreds upon hundreds of various items for

It was considered unsafe to be on the crown—the top of the
wall around Angel—unless you were a soldier. When standing on
its peak, the city appeared to travel forever, over the horizon until
the heat blurred to the sky. Looking over the wall bought one’s
eyes to a forest that stretched to the opposite vanishing point.
Xavier had been there, but refused to bring Aiden. Xavier didn’t
know that Aiden had visited the crown more than a dozen times
through his teens. Each time, he silently promised he would cross
the wall and march into echa.
“Is the world within the walls so horrible?” Xavier often
asked. Aiden scoffed rather than answer. What would he tell
him?
I’m not getting laid nearly enough. True, but by choice. Aiden was also far too shy to bother anyone for the inconvenience.
Science is boring and I suck at math. Science actually came
easy and math was second nature. But being boring was sort of
true.
I want to slay Zmey. Aiden honestly never thought of Zmey.
He asked Chen about his fate and was assured that Zmey would
never bother Angel again.
When we grow up, we have to accept our fantasies as fake.
Now I see I don’t have to do that. So why should I? Was he really
that immature?
“If you walk from this city—from these walls—you will always be a child. You will always live in your fantasy.” Xavier
knew the irony in what he was saying, but still believed it to be
true.
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the passing and departing traveler. Aiden purchased nothing save
for a bowl of rice pudding fresh from the paddy fields nearby. Of
course, the moment the dealer spotted Aiden's mechanically spun
clothes, the price of the bowl doubled. Minx would take offense
to that. The black button shirt and grey pants were from Angel but
the brown wool sweater was handcrafted by a gifted Asian girl in
Genai with no technology to assist her.
He sat in the corner of the open-air brasserie, slowly flipping
through the bound pages of his unique currency. His brown hair
had been cut short recently. The few spells he managed to force
from Chen allowed him to circumvent annoying habits like shaving. He never found a spell to fix his eyes. They were great at a
distance but shit up close. He never changed the style of glasses
in twenty years. He barely registered the approaching figure until
the shadow blocked the reading light.
"You read," the man stated, not asked. He wore a dirtied
brown longcoat of thick threads, closed with every oversized
leather shank button. Large leather traveling boots clopped the
floorboards as he approached. An unzipped hold-all bounced with
substantial weight from his shoulder. Aiden recognized him earlier upon arriving but tried not to notice. Throughout the sprawl, he
stood upon boxes proclaiming the unswerving dedication of his
faith and its dogma. He judged passing sins and cursed upon
those of fey blood he spotted. All the while, the symbol, a cross
with circles ending at the points, was visible on his coat and the
small book he never opened. The small pamphlets he handed out
throughout the day also featured the mark. Aiden saw another
handout palmed quietly as he made conversation.
"Apparently, yes," Said Aiden. He refused to look at the immigrant.
"Give this one a try," the man said abruptly as he revealed the
pamphlet and dropped it on the page of Aiden's book. Aiden had
seen the contents before when he indulged his curiosity in a prior

encounter with another priest. Badly drawn sketches with pretentious dialogue detailed the fall of man due only to their decadence
and over-reliance on technology. It preached the new world existed only as a test for mankind to overcome. Only by resisting
the temptations of the new world, would man ascend. This included such dramatic graphic illustrations as a proud human turning his back on the hand of friendship from a chaparran elf, and
the man suffering a heart attack at the end proclaiming, "TAKE
ME HOME!" after a lifetime of unwavering piety.
Aiden only glanced at the pamphlet for a moment before raising it up between them. "Is this some voucher? Can I trade as a
token for an exorcism, a mortal sin or two?"
The man was obviously taken back, snapping, "You insult me
with jest—"
"Rather not. I would prefer to tear it up, though destroying the
written work in front of the white walls is an offense even I won't
commit. Despite the contents." Aiden handed it back. The man
snatched it and pointed a finger with it still in his hand.
"God will remember this conversation even if you won't," he
sneered.
Aiden looked back to continue his reading but added as a mutter, "Sure he pays attention to me."
"He attends every second of all our lives—"
Aiden looked back up suddenly. "And was he paying attention when 95% of all human life was extinguished?"
"No one can fully understand his plan—"
"Least of all some imbecile handing out repression and racism
outside of the greatest repository of all knowledge. For shame."
Aiden ignored anything else the man had to say. He muttered
something Aiden cared not acknowledge, finally leaving the reader in peace. Look like things never change.
*
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By sunbreak, Aiden had checked from the hostel and made his
way to the eastern gates. The only deformation in the wall's
smooth skin, the two towers at either side of the northern entrance
was four stories higher but did not bulge from the outer perfection.
Aiden reached the front of the line before the crowds began. The
door seam in the wall was hardly visible until it finally broke the
instant the sun’s rays drifted down the wall. The assembly of
gears and ball bearings moved the huge slabs of stone effortlessly
and with hardly a groan. On the other side, a smaller gate of chain
and pipe was guarded by a handful of custodians. Two damaskans
guarded either side, armed with katana and tanto with a human
custodian sitting behind a podium, unarmed save for a clipboard
and pencil.
The damaskan elves, tall as any human, stared at Aiden with
their piercing almond eyes. These two wore new clothes, pressed
and clean—a common feature of the species. Both smiled and
nodded at him while he passed. Aiden took note of their visible
age, looking younger than himself. When reaching adulthood,
damaskans still resembled humans only a few years out of puberty. Even as their age claimed them, damaskans didn't often look a
day past forty. This was nothing in comparison to the gimfen,
which were as children through most of their lives. Aiden approached the doors and the human greeted him. "Early Morning
sir, entry?"
"Please?" Aiden responded.
"You carry papers?"
"Yes," said Aiden and brought up the various papers proving
his identity. This included the Angel Ident Card and a letter of
recommendation from David Tong Chen. The custodian stopped
at the latter and did not bother flipping through the others.
"Just arrived or spent the night?" the guard asked as he filled
out Aiden's temporary passport.
"The night."
"No aggravations, I hope?" The custodian stamped the passport and handed it back with the papers.
"Just some Malkut immigrant pandering his paranoia."
"Odd they still do after escaping that madness."
"Keeps them safe I suppose, a delusion to depend on. Thank
you." Aiden retrieved the papers and made his way through the
gate.
As he passed through, the custodian said to his back, "Faith is
no delusion, good sir. Enjoy your stay in Limshau." Aiden turned
back and paused, but didn't answer.
It wasn’t that he hated religion. His parents didn’t cram it
down his throat. But to him, it always seemed to prevent the truth.
Techans always appeared to use religion to justify their opinions
rather than their beliefs. Mom and Dad weren’t fundamentalists.
Dad went to church because of Mom and Mom went to
church…because she loved everything. Xavier quoted the bible
but Aiden had never seen him pray. Perhaps god was another artifact of his bastion life Aiden was so desperate to shed.

second level window. Aiden passed by most of them without a
glance. Occasionally, he stole a single glimpse or two...or five.
More books rested on shelves in Limshau libraries than anywhere else on Earth. The namesake capital of Limshau was the
largest of all of them.
A huge form eclipsing the sun bathed the street in shadow.
Aiden glanced up to see the light poking above the distant wall.
The silhouette climbing over shrouded the ‘rise. Aiden recognized
the colossal outline of the Abecedarian approaching from east.
The silvery-white skin of the 800-foot long airship floated with
hardly a whisper. He heard conflicting accounts on how it moved.
The darkest theory pointed to broken pagus. In servitude, they
pedaled away their short lives without ever a break. Only those
nefarious or envious passed that rumor along. Some played with
the idea of enchantment—the leviathan swam the skies as a whale,
alive and content, blessed with intelligence bestowed by some daring caster. Aiden preferred more grounded theories. Steam engines could still operate in the open with little problems given routine maintenance and assuming it was not directly enchanted.
Only a small cabin hung underneath the perfectly smooth untarnished skin, with most of the crew and passengers resting comfortably inside the superstructure. Aiden took a moment to drink
in the sight, a wonder easily rivaling the zeppelins of legend.
Such a vessel sat on the border of disruption, relying on unbroken
physics to keep itself aloft. Rumor claimed the behemoth hadn't
touched the ground in 115 years. Propellers bigger than men spun
as the vessel slowed towards the mooring tower at the city center.
How Aiden wished to have arrived in such grandiose. A moment
later, the sun emerged again, turning the dirigible black against the
light.
"Room sir? Need a guide?" The hostel owner said as Aiden
dropped his pack in front of the entrance. The owner, another
human, picked up the bag and carried it inside.
"Yes and no." Aiden responded. "The branch next door?"
"Natural sciences, pre-echa geography."
"You have a branch on artifacts?"
"Pre-echa or echa?"
"I'm not sure," Said Aiden quietly.
"Corner of 14th and 11th, sir."
On the third day, Aiden found the library of artifacts instead of
a library on artifacts. Curiosity overpowered him and he browsed
through the exhibit. Certain books were deemed too valuable to
be exposed to the elements anymore and sat under glass. Though
the founder of the kingdom, whose name carried with the capital,
never agreed to clasp locks on books, some volumes were simply
too rare to be manhandled. Both elvish and human books were
displayed. Aiden passed his eyes over Mr. William Shakespeare's
Comedies, Histories, & Tragedies. He also found a 42-line Gutenberg bible, one of only three known to have survived. After
which, Aiden moved onto fey history and the events of the exodus.
Aiden planned on a stay no longer than three or five days. By
two weeks, he neither overstayed his welcome nor gotten bored of
the scenery or selection. He moved from wing to wing of the
densely packed city. He moved onto history and followed onto
geography. After geography came arcana, where he remained for
weeks. Six months passed before he actually even reached the
artifact branch he was looking for. It was a large building of several stories and thousands on thousands of volumes. Three days,
he worked up the floors.

Orderly, calm, and peaceful were words associated with Limshau. Hundreds moved without a shove in the streets. No one
needed to control the crowds, though wagons and horses often
found it difficult to press through faster than a crawl. The various
buildings all blended under a unified vision of style. Footbridges
passed overhead, connecting higher buildings. As Aiden wandered deeper, the city grew taller, and the bridges criss-crossed
over each other as the levels climbed. A pair of custodians chatted
with merchants. An orange-haired gimfen stood atop his cart, selling various silks gathered from his villages in the south. A few
legal tall-eared scarlet women promoted their pleasure from a

*

*

*

"Are you speaking to me?" Aiden asked. His head rose from
the pages one evening. He looked across to the Limshau custo-
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dian orbiting this side of the wing. Aiden grew accustomed to
their patrols. He hardly gave them notice and knew well his presence hardly gave them either. Aiden was aware his time ticked
away. The longer he searched, the less confident he thought his
chances of finding answers. Although the resident librarians assisted them the best they could, it was hard to search for something that may not exist.
Aiden didn't mind staying. If the obsession hadn't captured
him earlier, he would have considered remaining indefinitely. The
library of Limshau encompassed the city entire, every wall of
every house and street filled from dirt to heaven with books written by hands human and inhuman, those living and those dead and
those in-between.
Limshau's value spoke from books as old as recorded history,
even those from before the second hammer, tomes of old man before their fall. Aiden tried to avoid the three-month journey west
to Angel. He failed to save enough money for a flyer, forcing him
to a slow march on a cheap beast of burden.
"What?" came the reply from the soft, passive voice. Aiden
locked eyes with the speaker. She wore the white Limshau kawabari but hardly seemed old enough to have earned the leather. He
instantly recognized the clash of asian human and elvish features
indicative of a damaskan.
"What?" Aiden quickly said back. She raised her arm to apologize; her voice barely carried over the flapping of pages from
other tables. It was late. Enchanted flames supplied light and no
heat from torches they never devoured. Paper screens supported
by thin sticks of bamboo covered the flames, diffusing the light
and maintaining a continuous, unbroken brightness.
"My apologies. Continue reading," she said back. Her Limshau accent differed from the other damaskans overseas. Limshau
dialect took pride in exacting pronunciation, never a slur or contraction in the Limshau lexicon. My god, she was beautiful.
Looking young enough to light the loins of any man but old
enough to show the wisdom of her years. Not a flaw on the modest skin that was exposed. Gentle enough to be swept away by a
stiff breeze, strong enough to push the breeze back. Narrow in
face but high in cheeks. Slender in body but nimble in muscle.
Her eyes were innocent and naïve. In a beat, he was sixteen again,
ogling the sketches under the bedsheets.
"You addressed me," Aiden quickly responded.
She countered as quickly. "I apologize for interrupting sir.
Continue your—“
"There no need to apologize. I enjoy distraction. Eight hours
reading anything pains the eyes. I swore I heard you say something." Aiden closed the book on his finger. If she was a custodian, she looked younger than any Aiden encountered in the past
six months. Of course, with elves, she probably still predated Aiden by eighty years. Her voice expressed an anxiety in open conversation, a naivety reserved for those out of adolescence, unsure
which words uttered could anger another.
The light caught her flowing straight dark hair thrown back
from a quick turn of the head. Strands pulled aside to expose the
pointed ear, higher than with the males of her species. Her smooth
light brown skin peeked from gaps in her leather armor. A sharp
nose led up from cheekbones to brilliantly green eyes. Most damaskans were grey or brown. This was unusual.
The Limshau leather was the uniform and signature of the custodian. Overlaying leather, both conditioned and boiled, covered
nearly every inch of a custodian’s body. White leather was reserved for those working in the wings of libraries. Black leather
was for those working on or outside the wall. Only the most flexible wearers could bend in ways to expose skin. Then there was
the longcoat. The coat was of thicker split leather, though surpri-

singly light. It only ran down to the base of waist in the back, but
flowed down past the knees in front. Minx once told Aiden that
“most human females didn’t have the ass for Limshau kawabari.”
That was Aiden’s first introduction to the fashion, though it still
didn’t prepare him when seen this close…and tight. The coat had
round buttons that continued up from the hips to the high collar,
where it was topped by a short belt, often kept loose by most custodians. Hers was firmly secured. The collar continued half way
up the long neck of the damaskan, another design cue from the
Asians. Or was it the other way around?
"No more than mumbles best kept quiet. I never meant them
for your ears, sir. You pick up better than most humans. I repeat
my apology."
Aiden smiled and leaned back. "Now, you have to tell me.
Curiosity will haunt me to distraction." Aiden was not going to let
this moment pass without a fight, anything to keep her face in vision.
"It truly is of no importance," she said, but did not depart. Aiden didn't flinch his smile back. If only he possessed such confidence and charisma in the previous years of his life, he might have
flaunted more and grander conquests. Not that he counted this as
a possibility, he simply felt welcomed in these walls then within
the barrier of Angel. She shook her head and finally resumed as
the moment passed. "I said." She paused and released, "Another
one."
"Another what?"
"Told you it was of no importance."
"Well now you must explain it"
"Must I?"
"Do I stop your rounds? You have somewhere to be? Or has
my lackluster charm run its course?" Aiden retorted. After which,
he pondered internally as to why he added the word 'lackluster'.
Once again, his uncertainty took over.
She leaned forward and rested her knuckles on the back of the
chair in front. She appeared to gather strength to reveal some deep
personal demon, but instead, only said, "Book." Aiden raised his
eyebrows and waited for her to clarify. He nudged a chin forward
to encourage. "Another book."
Aiden glanced down and fluffed out his bottom lip. "It's a library—"
"I know—"
"Comes with books. Part of the appeal." Aiden tried to bite
his lip at the end of that one, not wanting to sound arrogant. He
balanced the fine line between conceit and charisma.
"I was just. I verbalized a comment obviously best kept silent.
I was making an observation at the assemblage of books you have
been reading in the past few weeks—"
"Weeks?" Aiden was slightly elevated. Her eyes dropped
slightly.
"And as I mentioned. I did not intend intrusion."
"Please." Aiden raised his hand to stop another jousting
match. "Sorry—wait. Finish your thought."
She smiled. Oh god, thank you, Aiden thought. "The books
selected appear not random. You seek something...specific."
"True—"
"I imagine you are seeking the arcane arts. However, you
avoided books explaining the draco sigilia, meaning you know of
them already."
"True—"
"You took out Expedition to North Tower, which is a heavy
read in the least. Then you read the Ars Pravus—"
Aiden raised a finger. "Don't look too much into—"
"Though you do not seem the type to want to remove my organs to extend your own life. You had The Seven Paths of Wis-
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dom, before that the Myre Codex, two very different tomes dealing
with artifacts, both magical and otherwise. Now you keep a stack
of Ravenar III's crusade accounts and a copy of the Athenaeum
manifest, both of which I have read."
"Wow," Aiden finally said. He leaned forward, the charm replaced by curiosity. The charisma well dried up. "I got nothing."
"We are trained to notice such things." She pushed herself
from the chair. "Have a good evening?"
"Sure you can't stay? I'd appreciate your opinion on something."
"I am afraid not, sir." She turned and left.
Aiden called out his name to her back. "I'm Aiden, if you're
interested."
"Raven," she called back without turning or stopping. Aiden
leaned and bent and strained to catch her lines rounding the far
corner of the aisle. Fey seldom really sported curves. Detractors
complained of their lack of definition, that females missed many
of the voluptuous aspects of women, and males the tone and muscle of stout and sturdy men. Hell with them. All Aiden could
think was how those critics never spotted a damaskan elf strapped
in kawabari leather from behind. Finally, before his chair broke,
Aiden settled back down and returned to his book. His mind was
filled with possibilities and dreams, wandering and wondering
about. It was what occurred when one must visualize instead of
realize. It hardly bothered Aiden how the encounter concluded for
he expected it the moment he spotted her weeks ago. He had
wished the perennial stomach knot would not occur every single
time such an opportunity waved by unfulfilled. Rejection apparently still stung regardless if the refuser was human or not.
As a woman, Raven looked just out of her teens…except she
wasn’t. A year visibly older or younger could mean a century. A
century of traumas and delights can change people. Aiden saw
what it did to humans after only a handful of years. How do elves
manage? How hard would courtship really be? Would their
mindsets be so alien with years of experience to change their outlook? All the stories of romance, were those few the only ones
true? If so, such a union would be a rare occasion indeed. It
wouldn’t matter now. She was gone. Aiden’s discipline went out
the window as he realized his mind had wandered to such an extent, thinking of such folly. This was known to him. He recalled
nothing in the pages after his assignation with Minx so many years
ago. For months, he had put such thoughts out of his head. He
had a purpose, a calling, which meant more to him than anything
else. Further, he had something that beckoned his attention. Even

now, he began to ponder it again, its meaning, its origin. The elf
had passed. Time to get back to—
"I will admit curiosity. Nothing more," Said Raven, approaching behind Aiden. He turned sharply to see her. Not even the
floorboards shifted or groaned a whisper to alert him of her advance.
She pulled the opposite chair from the table and settled. Her
movement flowed like water. No sudden movements. No jerking
muscles. Her body knew the position to sit at the table and flowed
perfectly from one pose to the next. Nothing fell out of place.
Even her weapon, dangling from her side, came to rest, not even
tapping across the chair as she sat. Aiden realized, in that simple
maneuver, why she earned her custodian status at her age. She
grabbed two pencils from a nearby container. She hung out both
at arm's length. She brought the ends to almost touch. Perfectly
steady, the lead tips hovered point-to-point, never deviating, never
touching. Aiden looked amazed and confused. He finally jostled
and reached into his leather bag. The black-stained silk wrapping
the object easily fit within his palm. He unfurled it to her eyes,
and she looked into his hand.
"It is just a—" she started.
"No. It’s not."
Raven appeared a little surprised at the relative inexpensive
dark lavender, almost violet, gem resting in the clasp of four pearlcolored dragon's claws which clamped around the outer edge.
Fingers of the lizard curled around back. The reptilian fingers
were slightly embossed with letters of a foreign tongue that only
glinted visible with the reflecting light. Two golden loops could
support a chain if one were so inclined to flaunt the amulet from
his or her neck.
She looked closer. It was then she noticed the movement, as
glints of light jolted through the imperfections in the jewel, like
lightning bolts arcing from one side of the gem to the other, following the sharp angles of the stone. It reflected no light from the
torches but did reflect her face perfectly in the glossy finish. It
also gave off its own light, only visible when she stared past the
arcs of sparks, into the heart of the rock itself.
It amazed Raven for a moment. "What is that?" she finally
asked.
Aiden finally shifted focus from the elf he had captivated to
the gem he now rested upon the table. He looked into it and received the azure glow upon his face as well. "I wish I knew."
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HISTORY & FUTURE OF EARTH
ORIGIN IN DEATH...

swear devotion to such power. Yet, Amethyst laughed at the
notion, for a god cannot be slain. A god cannot feel fear.
Yet I know he possessed such. He kept his secrets locked
deep, revealed not even to me. Why? Aurannis of Dust, my
dear friend from the Holy flesh, believed that Amethyst kept
these secrets to shelter the rest of his children and their flocks
from his despair. I had not considered Amethyst would possess such misery, but Aurannis was correct. I too saw the sadness shielded behind his azure eyes. Perhaps Amethyst was
older than we believed. Perhaps he deceived us all with his
benevolence. I cared little for the answer, for I enjoyed the
world and what it offered us.
In a sweeping pass of the globe, the shadow turned half
our numbers and a million of our fey allies. The darkness settled under a black sky in a land called Kakodomania. Finally,
I understood what Amethyst feared, his mirror, Mengus.
Though no one ever saw the evil, we could all feel it. Our
brothers and sisters vanished on the night of his arrival, marching willingly to the gloom, forever changed.
After centuries, the forces of good and evil remained in
stalemate. Kakodomania stopped growing, it’s expanding
cloak over the land faltered. None outside entered this
cursed land and returned. A million years passed. Finally,
they emerged to start the final war. We stood prepared. We

Time heals all wounds, but scars always remain. Mine run
deep, though others never notice. When I close my eyes, I
see them. Scars carry memories—pits and wells of trauma.
May Amethyst forgive me.
Genai reassured me that neither he nor I could have prevented it—that the greatest of us possessed wisdom of the
universe even other dragons could not comprehend. The
death of Amethyst might occur-needed to occur—for the salvation of all intelligent life. I wish I could accept such absolution.
Even I knew Amethyst held secrets forbidden to the rest of
us. Some credit him with creating all dragons; some push further and praise him with the creation of all life upon this world,
a claim Amethyst much denied. I remembered him declaring
that if a true god were infinite, then the greatest dragon
would be as distant from godhood as an insect the moment
before being crushed underfoot. For saying such, I attributed
a sense of humility to my friend and nothing more. He refused
such worship, but they still prayed. What else would one consider—some unseen, unproven, undeclared entity with no miracles or cataclysms to his credit? When Amethyst flapped his
wings, wind would flay bark from timber. When he roared at
the earth, mountains would shatter to dust. Even I would
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fought back. The final victor failed to emerge, as a random
act of fate stepped in to stop the struggle.
We called it the "Hammer of God." A great rock, possibly
from those very same unspoken and unnoticed gods, appeared in our sky, fated to rain death upon the living.
We saw it approach. Only days remained. The battle
lines were recalled and both forces fled under the shelter of
their empires. Amethyst directed everyone to hide inside the
realm of Attricana, the star hanging just above the sky giving
life to us all. Everything imbued with the power of magic left
into the realm of trances and dreams, a world devoid of form
and time to most. The doors would close, reopening when
the spirit of Earth healed from the disaster to come. I wished
not to die. Amethyst, my greatest ally and closest friend
asked me to join with him outside the portal when it closed.
Only Amethyst could survive outside, but he insisted I could
remain. He would ensure it.
He wished a friend to accompany him for the millions of
years alone in a world devoid of magic. Amethyst seldom
chose mates, often developing lasting and loyal friendships
with leaders of the greatest nations of the world. I felt fortunate to fall into the latter, even more so when asked to stay
with him, observing the evolution of a new landscape.
I declined.
I feared a world without magic. A world I considered
hopeless, I preferred living formless in Attricana than wander a
barren landscape with no wonders. I feared losing myself to
the new world, reduced to the level of dim-witted lizards already roaming the planet. I entered the portal, the last
through the door. I watched as Amethyst stayed behind, so
powerful was he that even with the gate closed, he would
not fall into dust like so many other enchanted creatures incapable of the voyage. I never knew how he could accomplish that. He would remain to open the door again. No matter how powerful the forces of chaos were, they could never
slay the greatest of us.
Still, Mengus attacked Amethyst. Demons from the dark
rose up from hiding and struck at the great Dragon. How foolish their efforts. He swatted the bugs away in simple annoyance. Mengus revealed his secret. Three corrupted artifacts of immense power approached the dragon, wielded by
a constructed evil, the Demonicas Mechas. Gebermach.
Before the door closed, I looked back and saw the realms
of the underworld open. Genai told me I could not have
helped Amethyst; I could not have passed through the portal
in time. I still do not believe him. The darkness assaulted Amethyst. My treachery felt worse even though I know Amethyst's
spirit lives immortal, and only his body fell slain. I fear death
before seeing his greatness rise again.
The remaining forces of evil, found themselves unprepared for the dying Dragon's retribution. This not only destroyed Gebermach's physical form, but that of the surrounding evil army as well. Amethyst opened his jaws and let loose
a thunderous shout enough to shatter the heavens. How surprised the demons must have been when it actually occurred. The sky cracked and splintered and fell as glass upon
the ground. From behind, the reflection of normality shone a
sky of pure light with no definition, just a solid brilliance, like a
sheet of fallen snow under midday sun. The light began to
draw together, akin to pulling on a white silk sheet. The dragon sacrificed everything left within him to bring down the
greatest spell ever cast upon the planet. The power funneled
down from the heavens to across the world and slammed into
Ixindar, encasing the ground around the black star in a dark
unbreakable stone. The spell passed and the natural cloudy
blue returned. The sacrifice cost the dragon his mortal form.
He vanished in a soft glow, the last second I would witness be-

fore Attricana finally sealed. Both realms were closed to the
world.
The Hammer fell.
Under the guidance of science, mammals grew into men,
and thus began the uncontested drive of evolution, of industry, of technology. Humanity, obsessed with power and
growth, blinded by greed and selfishness, broke the sacred
vows made on their behalf when God gave them the ability
to dream and build. Retribution came swift and severe.
They called it the "Hammer of God."
By wave of wind and water, the landscape changed. The
two gates emerged again, the white star of Attricana, the
black sun of Ixindar. A world forgotten, except for myths and
legends, returned. Dreams found form. Nightmares clawed
into reality. I emerged again, my last thoughts as cloudless as
the day I let him die.
Earth was not the same. The remnants of humankind rose
up, wielding the great knowledge of technology and science
from their past. Though many welcomed the new world, others fled and walled themselves in with their machines and
firearms to protect them. Meanwhile, our allies the fey descended and continued their lives. Though the world had
changed, we all still breathed the same air and drank the
same water.
As for me, I settled into melancholy. I experience few
pleasures in my existence. I am old. Mates attempt to enrich
my life but fail. Others of my kin find fulfillment but I cannot. I
committed a sin. They forgave me. I will never.
Amethyst is dead.
Long live Amethyst.
Lazarus the Pure
Bible of Drasago

THE TIME OF AMETHYST

This world grows from the soil of the Earth we once knew.
To understand the present, one must remember a time wiped
from history. Before man, during the time only partially recorded in fossil records, a creature emerged from the lizards,
conscious of his own mortality. This astounding gift of intelligence stemmed from a newly formed star in the night sky.
Brighter than all the others, this light illuminated the thoughts
of the lizard. Many believed a greater consciousness possessed the form. That secret lay buried deep inside the first
dragon, rippling in the light reflecting off his purple scales.
Amethyst took in his first breath.
Soon after, he shepherded more dragons into existence.
First, he found his mate, Jahada, then a brother in Lazarus.
Dozens more followed into the first few millennia. They understood their power and intelligence fell from the star above. A
gate of life, it broke laws of science written in stone by a creator long silent. It permitted the dragon’s virtually unlimited
power and absolute immortality.
The first species after the dragons blessed with similar
power walked from a forest on a cold dawn. They called
themselves the fey. These tall, slender humanoids stood far
shorter than the monstrous dragons but offset that disadvantage with population. The fey quickly filled the corners of the
one big continent of Terros. Peaceful and wise, they respected the guidance of their elder allies.
What flowed from the gate knew no rules. Those created
from its influence fell subject to its whim. Although dragons
possessed a great mastery of magic and the flow from Attricana, the fey often found themselves slaves. They could alter
terrain, create wondrous concepts from thin air, but failed to
stop the flow's influence over them. Wherever they existed,
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magic altered them to suit demands. Lack of light, food, water, or an overabundance of any of them, affected the fey
greater than evolution could. Quickly, the original fey numbered less and less, replaced by branching species. Descendant raves grew in the dozens. Although most still partially
resembled their ancestors, some became unrecognizable.
Although all proper words fall into their own tongue, modern
times refer to these descendant races as dwarves, gnomes,
elves, and so forth. Each of these species broke off into even
more subgroups.
Magic's influence continued. Even though impossible
creatures grew from the soil every day, none matched the
power of the dragons or the fey. Although not totally at
peace, the world remained nestled under the blanket of protection Amethyst and the dragons offered. A few of the fey
races took to mistrust but it seldom migrated to war. With little
to stop their growth, the potential of Terros' residents seemed
limitless.

face. The disaster would create such a schism in the flow of
magic, Attricana would surely close. Without the power of
these gates, all magic would float away. Everything dependent on that energy would fall to dust, leaving the skeletons
of dumb giant lizards. Word passed down to flee. Many theorized heaven existed inside the gate, and people escaping to
it would find a marvelous landscape of frozen time. Others
believed only souls existed over the horizon, and beyond the
gate existed a formless void of thoughts and dreams.
Everyone capable of the trip fled. Millions vanished.
Many failed to take the journey. Whole species found themselves facing extinction. If the gates closed, how would they
reopen? Amethyst decided to remain outside. Only he could
reopen the gate. No one knew how Amethyst could survive
when no other creatures could. They all held faith absolute of
his power.
Obviously, Mengus and the armies of Kakodomania would
not allow Amethyst to reopen the gate after the calamity sure
to rain down with the Hammer. Before the Hammer of God
struck down, Mengus assaulted Amethyst. He ordered thousands to lay in ambush. A grotesque melding of flesh and
steel led them, a monstrosity known as Gebermach. With
weapons forged by Mengus himself, Gebermach mortally
wounded the great dragon.
In a burst of life and courage unseen, Amethyst not only
destroyed Gebermach but also encased the black gate in a
stone so powerful, no magic could penetrate. One of the last
creatures through the gate, Lazarus, witnessed Amethyst die.
The Hammer of God struck, and Attricana closed. With
magic out of the way, science resumed following its ironclad
book of law. Evolution continued unabated and created Intelligence on its own. Mankind knew nothing of the struggle in
the past and the absence of magic wiped all evidence of the
prior civilization and the great sacrifice Amethyst made to
keep the world from darkness.
Oblivious and ignorant, Mankind continued evolving. He
discovered fire, electricity, and nuclear power. He developed industry, computerization, and indoor plumbing. Man
felt powerful and in control...for a while. At some point, a
great war broke out. The sides in the conflict and the subject
of the disagreement became forgotten to modern historians.
Nuclear weapons were used. Mankind failed the last test.
When the second Hammer finally struck, it may have occurred before. Perhaps it finally ended the war. Maybe the
impact occurred later, far after man crushed his own dreams.
The rock drove into Ixindar, cracking open the absolute stone,
and freeing the influence of Mengus. He sent out his people,
his armies, to decimate what remained of the world of
science. Humanity witnessed the beginning of its extinction.
They found themselves unprepared for the onslaught of creatures obeying no laws of nature. Sometime later, just around
the moon, Attricana opened.
Like a dam, the floodgates burst. Light rained upon the
Earth. It stopped the encroaching shadow instantly. Moments later, all those formless found themselves on solid
ground. After 65 million years, magic returned to Earth.
Mammals replaced the long dead giant lizards. The continents had broken up, creating new oceans. Flowers replaced
ferns. Amidst all the changes, the creatures from Attricana
found the world, now called Earth, already populated.
Mankind survived. The millions that remained after the
war fled and coalesced into large communities. Those with
useful skills banded to form the first new cities of man. Those
without useful skills wandered the new world, looking for a
safe home.
Meanwhile, the fey descendants rediscovered their world.
They rebuilt their communities from memory. Humanity con-

Then Mengus arrived.
The last day of peace passed eventless as the day prior.
The various races of the planet closed their eyes for the last
time, content with the simple lives they chose. That night, no
one noticed the black form streaking across the sky. It drifted
over the land, over the ocean, finally slamming into a mountain, cracking it in two. Where the star of Attricana offered
life, the star of Ixindar stole it.
It started as a whisper in an ear, begging one to leave his
home and make the trek to forbidden lands. Soon another
heard the call, then another. A mate departed from their betrothed's side. Children awakened to find their parents missing. Parents found their offspring absent. During that single
night, a million fey walked away from everything they believed, corrupted by the wake of the dark star later known as
Ixindar. Like Attricana, Ixindar influenced them. From the
black sun, an obsidian glass grew from the soil. Eventually,
darker creations emerged from Ixindar's influence. Even dragons failed to fight off this corruption and many defected.
Barely exposed in rock, Ixindar waited for its army. Amethyst forbade his still pure brothers from approaching. Where
one gate creates, the other destroys. Little did anyone know
that a consciousness existed inside, waiting for a moment to
strike.
Where Attricana stood personified in the image of the
great Amethyst, the corruption of Ixindar lay iconified with the
intelligence of Mengus. Mengus joyed in breaking down the
powers of creation. No one claimed to see a physical body
of Mengus, though many insisted he must have one, hiding
inside the black gate. Too long the world bathed in the purity
of one energy, now malevolence spread like a disease from
Ixindar. The land of Kakodomania birthed from this gate of
evil. Even though the corrupted arrived to create a civilization, the gate began spontaneously crafting rulers from this
new land. Demons emerged powerful and wicked in all
ways. Their task was simple: Destroy all life birthed from Attricana.
Wars soon broke out. Blood stained the peaceful Terros
for the first time. Mengus and Amethyst, avatars from these
gates of power, rallied their people to fight for their world.
Internal politics prevented a sizable force from assaulting Kakodomania. Even Amethyst admitted that he used up all his
power before anyone else joined him on this world and remains weakened to this day. He could not close Ixindar on his
own without it costing his life.
All lived on borrowed time. A great stone a thousand
times larger than Amethyst himself barreled towards the sur-
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tinued to rebuild. The small towns of technology grew to cities. The largest ones became bastions, the last remnants of
mankind's science locked away inside. Soon the bastions
grew walls. Many forbad entry to outsiders. The people lived
in fear and distrust of the world of magic outside; the two
worlds refused to mix. In fact, the realm of magic openly disrupted the working science. When scientific dogma broke
down, technology followed soon after. The energy of magic
shorted through technology like an electromagnetic pulse.
Further, certain expectations of science simply did not occur.
Only where science replaced magic could technology flourish. Outside the walls of bastions, people turned to the enchanted or stepped aside for those who did.
Many dreamed of a world where magic and technology
coexisted. The dream vanished quickly. Science fails in the
face of magic, unable to fight back. Bastions struggled for
existence, the only remaining vestiges of old man. Since
these cities could not communicate with each other, they
developed independently. Their own cultures distinguished
themselves. Some bastions grew proud and bright, gleaming
with peace and scientific discovery. Others fell into the void
of hatred and envy, powered by greed and military conquest. Others opened dialogues with their magical neighbors,
while others walled themselves in with their xenophobia.
Outside the walls, the battle between the forces of Attricana and Ixindar continued. A thousand years after Attricana reopened, the world reached a stalemate. Many go
through their lives, never knowing of war. They all know it exists around the corner.
Few believe the truth. Attricana slowly closes each day.
Everyone waits for when the gate will close, delivering the
world back to Ixindar. If Ixindar closes as well by some act of
faith or science, the world would return to men with technology.
In a dark room, a book holds a secret. On its final pages,
an entry recounts that a single object fell to Earth upon Amethyst's slaying. His heart shattered upon striking the ground.
The shards scattered, lost to obscurity, and buried.
Who gains control of the world, magic or technology, light
or darkness? Only time will tell.

Others found solace with the new races appearing: The damaskans, the narros, and the gimfen. Many discovered they
could learn the ways of magic and became enchanted
themselves.
I even know of a couple of men and women, not content
with their amnesty within a bastion, which left their homes of
technology, to pursue a path calling to them. I am one of
those.
I board a Feng-Fu Flyer bound for Limshau, half way to
Angel on the other side of the continent of Canam, to meet
an old friend. I ponder the voyage that lies ahead, of the
help I will need. I ponder the jewel that hangs from my neck,
a strange purple gem glowing with immense power. Maybe
my tutor in Genai will shed some light on this conundrum.
Personal Diary
The first hammer fell 65 million years ago. The second
hammer struck Siberia only a few decades into the 21st century. Exact times remain scarce but a nuclear war erupted.
Many of faith (human and inhuman) contest the Hammer fell
to punish man for sins against the Earth for blackening her soil
with radiation. The second hammer cracked open the black
gate of Ixindar. Sometime later (also not entirely known), Attricana opened.
A thousand years passed.
Attricana cured the Earth's ailments. In a day, all the scars
of war and industry faded. Nature retook the land. The Earth
awoke and the world changed. Continents shifted. Rivers ran
longer, mountains stretched taller, and valleys sank deeper.
Huge holes opened up to the underworld. When looking up
at the night sky, the Star of Attricana shined down upon them.
Humans attempting to rebuild found themselves strangers
in a land once thought to be their home. Many travelers
wandered lost in the new land. At night, even the sky denied
familiarity. In the dark hung the quiet companion of our sun,
the white star of Attricana. The gate shone with a glow bright
enough to read at night. Only clouds would drape a land in
shadow. Attricana overwhelmed the constellations. Only the
brightest stars fought for worship. This altered many views on
the importance of constellations. The white star drifted from in
front of the moon to almost behind, never being blocked with
a path almost impossible to predict. The moon, affected by
this power, floated closer to Earth. Now hanging almost twice
its size in the sky, it demands attention every time it rises. The
drawback of this imposition is the moon's influence on Earth.
Luna still stands as a cultural icon in many villages and
towns across the world. Many worship it. The fact that it floats
larger than it used to helps support that belief. It dominates
the night when rising, and seldom is it not seen even upon the
rise and fall of the sun. Today, most don't even notice the
changes in the Earth due to the Moon's increased influence.
The ocean tides sweep the shores larger and more pronounced than before. Many cultures like the bastion of Porto
in Euras have created solutions to that problem.
Because of terrain obstacles and the presence of magical
interference, bastions remain isolated with no way for successful continual communication. They dot the world, thousands of miles apart. Most lay on the coastlines for obvious
reasons while others sit on precious mineral resources. The
remaining natural treasures of the world lay claimed by the
heritage races or sit surrounded by lands so dangerous, no
one sane would dare try to enter.
The magic flows down, filling every crack, occupying
every void. It alters evolution, speeds mutation, breaking rules
man assumed to be set in stone. It gleefully rubs out ironclad
laws of physics. Where this intensity increases, massive stones
rise up and float aimlessly in the sky. They may remain for

THE WORLD OF AMETHYST

I watch the Sky Galleons depart from the city of York.
Months await my journey across the nameless lands to the city
of Angel, the largest Bastion mankind built. Here, I will get the
answers I seek. Pursuing a career in wizardry, in "echa," make
men like me shunned by the people of "techa." Many sympathize with them; many condemn them.
I read all the ancient tomes about the history of man before the wave that washed the planet clean. How Earth finally struck back at man for centuries of abuse. Man would not
submit. Soon, all the remaining remnants of knowledge coalesced into groups, groups became towns, became cities,
became bastions—the last great sanctuaries of technology.
These few places grew fast and powerful. Isolated from others
like themselves, each bastion developed its own unique culture and power base. Some depended on wind, some on
water, and others on the power of the sun. Some could defy
gravity; others took to the sky, while others vanished under the
Earth. Rumors even held that the few out of Earth escaped
the wave, starting anew on a distant world. But here, only
those with the memory of past greatness, the knowledge of
science, were allowed to enter the bastions. The many others
found themselves banished into the enchanted lands, forced
to survive on their own, without machines, without hope.
Many died at the hands of the new beasts roaming the lands.
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hours or decades. Fields of these drifting rocks are scattered
across the globe, each as small as sand or as large as mountains.
Dozens of different races dot the planet, each staking
their own patch of soil. Some claimed them under the
ground. A few even declared their kingdom in the sky. Some
areas, like Canam, occupy so much landmass, most nations
never brush each other.

THE LAST 1000 YEARS

The time before, of Terros, was unknown to all of humanity
until the magic returned. Even then, most echan species only
recorded events they felt should never be forgotten, sacrifices
and great achievements by people and kingdoms. Most
echans found the human practice of recording every moment of their lives a little wasteful. Limshau attempted to
counter this belief by acquiring as much knowledge as possible from everyone, but events from Terros are sketchy and
broken. Even key elements of the great war, its heroes and
victories, deaths and failures, cannot be recalled today.
Those through the gate at the end of the first time could take
nothing with them. Those still alive today, the majority being
dragons, speak very little of their existence. Dragons remember every fact they are exposed to and possess instant recall
of every event, but they seldom write anything down. Dragons lived thousands of years before the first fey arrived. The
oldest living fey still carried a zeal for life, an encouragement
to keep living. Dragons, ageless in all forms, seem to lose faith
in existence after such long a period. No one knows if this is
because mortality offers a value for life unseen or because
the oldest dragons possess a view of the Universe so grandiose that it depresses them. In her book, the Chronicle of Aurannis, the great dragon Aurannis of Dust, departed from her
usual jovial attitude in a verse on the last page.
Lazarus the Pure, the Dragon King of old, spoke of time.
Of how a species wishes immortality, always failing, and never
resting. He added that dragons will die. Our fate is eventual.
How I hope that to be true. Other than by the sword, sorcery,
or act of fate, we never wither. If senility creeps in, and we
lose faculties, the first signs of the final moments, these shall
not occur naturally in me or my kin until we see the approaching death throes of the sun giving us all warmth.
Given that impressive lifespan, I believe the light in my
eyes will never fail or falter until those final moments. Knowing
that, even to dragons, comes as a pleasant relief. However,
a few cousins still accept immortality and sit, resting the centuries by. Lazarus, his eyes so dark, begets his depression from
a personal failure, of a sin only he believes he committed.
In Amethyst, I puzzled. The light faded long before we arrived. Even our oldest admitted never seeing the life in the
eyes of the greatest. How many years did Amethyst sit on this
world before companionship arrived? When Amethyst looked
into the heart of the Cosmos, the Cosmos fluttered.
How did he possess such power? Amethyst knew something we do not. His grasp of the Universe and its secrets, so
vast and expanding, doomed him to melancholy. He swore
to not know all.
However ...He knew enough. He refused to reveal his
past, of what brought him to his gloom, lest we share in his dejection.
Oh, how I wish to not ever be a god.
What fun is there in knowing everything?
Chronicle of Aurannis

INITIAL ENCOUNTERS

It was not until the last 800 years did historians start writing
down history again. Even today, few living know of the events
that brought them to this life.
No one knows how much time passed between the two
gates or how far man developed until his fall. When the gate
opened, most echans fell to Earth with little control over
where they landed, lucky to even set foot on dry land. When
they arrived, they found the world foreign in all ways. Plants
carried more flowers; trees grew different leaves. The great
lizards roaming the world had long since died off, replaced
with mammals. Their eventual first contact with man was less
than stellar.
Man emerged from hiding. They looked amazed to see
the new star in the sky and new creatures large and violent
roaming their world. The first century was a turbulent one. For
many, they took roots without pilgrimage and started building. Others ran for their lives from monsters smart and powerful or dumb and many. Since the black gate sat under the
Earth, its position not random, Kakodomania sprouted not far
away, from where it originally closed. The pagus the demons
brought with them continued their expansion. Elvish leaders
never met to organize their re-colonization of the Earth. Many
never encountered their cousin races, only knowing of their
survival from traveler's tales and magical divination.
The tenenbri never left Southam upon their arrival and
when they emerged from the mountains, they found a stray
group of narros developing in the east. The narros, escaping
from landfall in the southern cold, journeyed north. They assumed the wide expanse of tall peaks would welcome them.
Alas, the tenenbri claimed it as their own, already expanding
through the range through hundreds of miles of tunnels already carved. They called the network Vanaka. With little
hope of fighting the tenenbri on their terms, the narros diverted east and formed the nation of Nadirra.
Nearby ogres made the camps of Skogra, leaving the narros to fend for themselves, trapped between two enemies.
War broke out soon after from ancient hatred.
In Canam, with the land so vast and spread out, few nations ever encountered each other save for caravans and
messengers. Many believed people escaping the bastion of
Mann formed York but nothing tells of how Mann's towering
spires sprouted with no resources on hand. The bastion of
Angel, blessed with empty lands, blossomed quickly, only
erecting walls after the goblins and kobolds appeared.

THE ROUND EARS

Two hundred years passed before any narros from Fargon
saw a human or an elf. A narros mining convoy, one of thousands searching for a path through the Nankani Mountains,
found the Selkirk bastion. Neither Selkirk nor the narros of Fargon ever knew Laudenia floated between them. Even today,
many still don't believe it exists. Selkirk didn't respond violently
to the narros of Fargon and the first ambassador from narros
to Selkirk, Amag Thalagos, a member of the Thalagos royal
line, returned home with the words, "These humans look like
elves, but are far more humble. They appreciate the rock.
They are welcome." Little did he know Selkirk was an exception to the other demographics of mankind.
The narros established the Path of Dianaso and informed
the isolated Selkirk about the world around. The narros knew
of no other humans, believing Selkirk the only surviving remnant. The human miners refused such a fate and fought
through the Kobolds of XIxion to find others.
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Meanwhile, a group of similar minded travelers from the
bastion of Angel fell under goblin fire and their wheeled crawlers hid in a rock quarry. The Selkirk fanjet carryall, almost
dead with echan power drain, discovered the brightly colored Angel vehicles. The Selkirk, brutish and large from centuries in the mines, helped their human brothers out of harm's
way. The group traveled back to Angel here they accepted
the Selkirks as heroes. A bond formed between Selkirk and
Angel that remains strong today, though lacking a safe traveling route. At this point, neither bastions nor the Fargon narros
ever saw an elf. Fargon knew the elves survived and informed
the humans of their resemblance in case they find some on
their journeys. Until this point, Angel feared they were also the
last humans. Continued raids from Kobolds and Goblins
forced Angel to erect a wall, growing in size and complexity
every year.

THE BASTIONS

An obsessive drive to regain a lost glory pumps through
the veins of most humans today. Those refusing to give in to
the surrounding magic, desperately clinging to their old world
and its remnants, built walls and defenses and grew to be
separate entities from the rest of the world. These are the bastions, the last vestiges of mankind, vaults where those inside
live in a forgotten time of technological superiority where man
lived uncontested on this world. Some within understand the
new world around them while others fear and loathe it.
Magic emanates power that runs antithesis to the energy
systems of technology. Technology from any Bastion fails to
develop a process to harness magic for use in their machines.
Magic, a partial unexplained source, runs chaotic in comparison to the organized energies of techa. Magic leaks from
batteries and never allows itself to be bottled up by science.
More so, magic pushes itself into every crevice, including almost every circuit techa attempts to seal off. This results in
technological devices of almost any kind failing to work when
nearby magical forces of substantial intensity. ED Fields (or
Enchanted Disruption) radiate from any magic item or spell
cast. EDF radiates from the caster and the target hit if the
spell is ranged. It also covers the entire Earth in a lower capacity, causing most of the problems techans encounter daily. They cannot expand as much as they desire and all communication with the outside world, including other bastions, is
completely severed. This forced the bastions to develop independently. Their cultures and ideologies grew apart as
well. Canam features five bastions.

THE LIMSHAU ALLIANCE

It was a warm day when a lone horse and rider approached the wall of Angel. The Angel guard almost forgot
the image of the elf described to him. Nevertheless, a Limshau ambassador now stood in front.
Ravenar Limshau III, with thousands of his followers, arrived
on Canam far away from their damaskan allies. Limshau
dropped a stone in the centre of a massive field and declared it his. As his people settled, Ravenar took his greatest
and most trusted souls on a voyage with him to explore the
lands, lest they encroach on another kingdom. They quickly
found struggling villages of narros and gimfen. Ravenar met
with Rayazar Finer from the Pits and Yale Brimingood from the
Lone Tree to forge an alliance. Rayazar told of a gimfen city
nearby and the alliance it forged with "round-ears." By this
time, the escapees from Mann tried to build their own bastion
on the coast. They faced destruction until Milkros Dogdonowis from the gimfen appeared out of the ground. He offered
the mayor of York, Tanis Koteas, a solution in exchange for
knowledge. How York was built so fast is not readily known,
but within a century, a city now stood. Ravenar invited the
new ruler of Gnimfall, Canton Babdoolees to share in their alliance, but Canton kindly rejected. Ravenar assumed these
round ears might also refuse, so he continued his exploration
of the west, eventually stumbling upon the fortress of Angel.
Ravenar talked to many people while there. He walked
into Genai and found how they built their city so fast. They
had enlisted the help from echan humans from the far east
whom had emigrated from their destroyed homeland. Ravenar saw his first dragon, Genai the Yok-ani. When Ravenar
finally met Angel's governing body, he was forcibly ejected.
Ravenar did not hold a kind view of humanity at this point.
When the elf left the wall, he turned to see hundreds of humans following. They found his words luring and wanted to
join his city. He allowed them into his city, and Limshau, as it is
now known, was born. The incident with Ravenar marked the
first time bastions reacted coldly to echan influence. The Bastions of Mann and Sierra Madre simply never had the opportunity to enforce their xenophobic views. Everyone knew to
stay away.
When the pagus arrived on the eastern shore, they followed typhox dragons attempting to establish their own kingdom away from Kakodomania. Their first attack occurred in
450 AE, when pagus forces stormed south to the Finer Fire Pits.
The narros pushed back the invasion but their established
presence on Canam became known.

THE CITY OF ANGEL

Angel emerged and grew quickly in population but not
technology. The largest bastion by far, Angel initially bordered no rival kingdom or land contested by opposing forces.
When Angel erected its first buildings hundreds of years ago,
the goblin raiders emerged. They started as a major thorn in
the techans' attempts to settle. Sporadic attacks and supply
raids kept Angel struggling for more than a century until the
immigrants arrived. From across the ocean, great islands
turned into a mountainous no-man's land later called Kuraukou. Pagus had totally overrun the nearby mainland. Thousands upon thousands of escapees attempted to traverse the
hazardous ocean. Some reached nearby islands only to be
devoured by monsters of land and sea. Some survived the
long journey and reached the western coast of Canam, only
to discover another band of humans struggling to survive, the
techan folk. The arrived settlers had already wholly embraced magic as a means to survive. Needing workers desperately, the governing body of Angel made a decision controversial to this day. The techans of Angel welcomed in the
settlers and offered them their own protected piece of land
within the walls in exchange for a labor force. Over the next
two centuries, Angel would rebuild and expand its walls three
times from the sudden increase in population. Soon, the goblins found themselves incapable of harming the massive castle-city. Angel is no longer targeted by any force, only suffering the odd easily pushed back dragon attack. Angel's
population grows condensed each passing year and plans
have been put in order to build a larger wall several kilometers out, doubling the effective mass of the already largest
bastion.
The unique aspect of Angel is not the city as much as it is
Genai, the city within. Built by its own residents responsible for
also building the wall that protects the whole, Genai cares
nothing of its isolation. Traveling between Genai and Angel is
often difficult. Citizens of Genai must have ID cards same as
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those in Angel, but several people in Genai were born, lived,
and died solely in the small city, having never left Genai,
therefore never needing an Ident card. Genai harbors many
outcasts. Their heritage insists on recording their history as well
as the names of all of those who died in the construction of
the great wall. The greatest legend of Genai, however, is the
origin of its name and the identity of its most illustrious resident.
It is said the pilgrims survived the journey and were led to the
land of techans under the protection of a great dragon almost as old and as wise as Amethyst himself, the yok-ani dragon Genai. Legends flourished and soon, the patrollers from
the Angel starlight division reported a huge temple built at the
center of Genai. Only the good and righteous are allowed to
enter. Gossip holds the great dragon still lives inside the temple, out of sight from prying eyes. Since most echans know of
good dragons' shape changing abilities, word quickly spread
that Genai the dragon takes human form and walks among
the people he swore to protect. No one knows who he is.
I need to stretch my wings. Every time I take flight, the
steel forests grow taller. I wonder. If I cut their tops off, would
they die? Will mankind repeat his past mistakes? I see many
sins from man unto man and I wonder whether he will ever
change. When I take their form and walk among them, I encounter such kindness and understanding. I hope the rest of
the planet could feel the wholeness the natives from Genai
feel. Why did they name this great city after me? It is a tribute to their achievement, not mine. I am no god. I deserve
no worship—no prayer. They don't need my protection, but
daily they thank me for it. I hardly warrant such gratitude. I try
my best to help. Mankind can be so stubborn sometimes, but
they also possess a potential for growth and change that
dragons quietly envy. Dragons are not superior. God created
us first. It doesn't mean we are the true inheritors of this globe.
They look to be such fragile creatures. Underneath thin skin
and simple eyes resides great strength. Strength keeps me
here, in this temple, watching and waiting silently for my time
to act.
Genai
Book of Mokushi

THE CITY OF MANN

Whenever anyone looks upon the City of Mann, they
blink—like starring at a great void. No one is sure how old the
city is, only that it predates its neighbor, York. York's history
tells of Mann's presence being unchanged in their entire existence. The most popular story tells of humans arriving to the
east coast. Instead of seeing a destroyed crater where a
great city stood, an island fortress now stood, empty, waiting
for residents. Someone built it. It was erected for man or at
least man-sized creatures.
The construction mimics old human techniques but in extremes. The buildings sport few windows and tower hundreds
of meters in the sky. A massive wall, taller than any other bastion, surrounds the Island. The city includes a massive selfsustainable hydroelectric system requiring virtually zero service. The first residents of Mann analytically determined that
the city was built soon after by the initial survivors but they
soon died off from some outside force, possibly a plague or
echan army. This does not take into account that the city
was left behind with no bodies and no records. Most simply
assumed Man built the city and simply forgot they built it. Regardless, the humans living in the city found themselves as isolated as the designers of the city meant them to be. As the
centuries trudged on, the native population grew more xenophobic and paranoid of the outside world. Few ever left the
walls. Those who did seldom re-entered. The majority of the

population of Mann believes everything outside to be blasphemous and immoral. They abhor all magic in any shape
and the use of such magic or its presence on a person or a
magical device within Mann carries a death sentence. No
non-humans are allowed to enter for any reason. They receive warnings to stay away at 200 meters and pulse lasers
are put through their heads if they close within 100. Even the
wall is rumored to be composed of 100% cold iron. Very selfsufficient, Mann looms over its neighbor and its residents
promise to withstand any attack, waiting for the time when
the great gates close and true-techans can inherit the Earth.

THE CITY OF SELKIRK

Very little is known about Selkirk unless one is born there.
No one remembers how when or how it erected itself on such
an unstable precipice. Nicknamed the City in Rock, Selkirk
barely registers in the history of the planet. They live in an isolated area, surrounded by mountains with no direct road. Although they have access to the pass of Dianaso, to access it
requires going through a jagged section of rock claiming
many victims. Selkirk's strength lies in its goal of continued expansion and wealth. Their loyalty is with the almighty currency. Holding onto ancient ways, Selkirk represents a massive
mining consortium. Internally known as TERMINAM -- TERran
MINing Amalgamated, Selkirk's entire population works in service of a corporation. Everyone works. Everyone serves. Everyone owes.
Selkirks' farms lacked the resources to supply the entire
population so they opened negotiations with the narros to the
north in Fargon. Soon, the ETA -- Echan Trade Alliance was
formed to regulate trade between the narros of Thos Thalagos
and the miners of Selkirk. The narros would travel through Dianaso and never lose a single traveler. They emerge at the
village of Hell's Gate, the last population before the pass and
the narros to the north. The village is a stop-way point as no
echan's are allowed to board the Mag-Trains to Selkirk. Supplies are traded and the two sides return. Narros gain access
to the massive gold and coruthill deposits under the Range of
Rock and Selkirk gains the foodstuffs required to survive. The
ETA maintains the trade agreement with the narros. Shipments usually arrive every week. Occasionally, if supplies are
critical, Selkirk will send its own carry-alls through Dianaso to
Fargon. The agreement is beneficial to both sides and neither
has any reason to break this profitable exchange. Outside
forces disagree and some have attempted to sever this trade.
Kobolds attempt at raiding the narros caravans but not a single attempt has succeeded. Their attacks increase in number
and in aggressiveness every year. Bugbears to the east also
try severing this connection, also to no avail.
Selkirk and TERMINAM do not hold the revulsion for echans
many other techans exhibit. Since Selkirk only deals with narros (which basically look like short versions of the Selkirk Miners), the population hardly needs reason to hate them. Isolated, the city barely appears on the radar of the other bastions. A previous encounter with Angel secured a short-lived
trade agreement and promise to aid if the other fell under
dire need. Beyond that, Selkirk could vanish off the face of
the Earth and the only people who would care would be a
couple million dwarves.

THE CITY OF SIERRA MADRE

Sierra Madre could be the oldest Bastion on the planet.
Some believe Madre could be older than the new age, surviving the great gates. It seems unlikely considering the geological damage to the planet when the gates opened. Sierra
enjoys its isolation but welcomes visitors. They appreciate their
position on the planet and that most enemies pass over them
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without knowing a blossoming civilization exists below.
Tapped into massive geothermal energies, the population of
Sierra Madre lives with unlimited power and limitless promises
for the future. Unlike many bastions, gripped in fear of the
outside world, wracked by terror of encroaching magic and
the evils of outside malevolence, the people of Sierra sleep
safe at night. Armies could walk over them, unaware of the
city underneath. No army ever has. With the Gloam to the
south, very few people travel indirectly over this bastion. Sierra Madre lives in peace. They, like Porto, strive forwards with
almost reckless abandon to develop new techniques and
new advancements. Limited borders and lack of outside aggression slows this development. Clean power and virtually
no crime gives the bastion a virgin mindset. Those who leave
are more unprepared than any other pilgrims into echa. The
majority never survive a month, dying in the wastelands between populations or fleeing back to their house in hiding,
eyes tightly shut.

THE CITY OF YORK

The second oldest of all the bastions but the slowest to
grow, York relied on old technology and old building techniques to recover the once lost glory of mankind. The second
largest bastion after Angel, York built its wall last, strange considering the threat of evil dragons to the north and pagus to
the west. York held onto one wild card. Like Angel, York relied on echan means to reach their destination and built a
city fortified against an attack. They accomplished this with a
very formidable robotic force. A self-repairing robotic mass
known as Zeros run all of York's hard labor and defenses automatically. Zeros were designed and built by the gimfen of
Gnimfall. York and the gimfen signed an agreement where
York would supply the gimfen with precious raw materials and
the knowledge of machinery mankind acquired over centuries prior to the gates' openings and in exchange, the gimfen
would add their technological distinctiveness to that knowledge, advancing York and helping them build a power system based on tidal energy. This required the construction of
massive generators deep underground that, rumors hold, still
contain gimfen technicians, living for hundreds of years, never
seeing the light of day. Many in York's hierarchy refuse to acknowledge the gimfen's connection, insisting human expertise
single-handedly built York to its glory.

THE LAST 400 YEARS

Canam's free land grows smaller each year as new nations form and encroach upon expanding older ones. Only
when they begin to brush together will antagonism rise from
agitation. Although many of the fey nations learned to live in
peace, this doesn't always occur with the echan human
kingdoms. Not all relations prosper as successfully as Appareci's defense alliance with Limshau, the Finer Fire Pits, and Salvabrooke. Many humans banded together from a joined hatred of those not like them. Dozens of smaller towns and villages openly outlawed fey entry. Even a few went about
hunting the "pointed ones" for slaves or racial cleansing. History books recorded mankind slaughtering each other over
simple differences of skin color or religious belief. It was an
easy step to divert that hatred to these new invaders. There is
very little to no racism between human ethnicities in the
modern world, regardless of their feelings to those inhuman.
The individuals that kept their bigotries after surviving the
hammer didn't last long.
Humans racially hidebound accuse the fey descendants
of bringing about man's downfall. Regardless of their origin,
laudenian, pagus, or damaskan, it made no difference.

When the western coast of Canam fell under constant goblin
attack and the northern shores suffered invasion from the kobolds of Xixion, it was difficult to convince many humans of
another opinion. Unless one traveled far north to Fargon, east
to Limshau or stumbled upon the hidden entrance to Salvabrooke, most humans only knew of the creatures of echa from
the raids they engaged in. Most caravans around the bastion
of Angel needed an escort or fall under attack.
Today, unlike Euras across the ocean, condensed and
tight, Canam still prides its wide-open spaces. Huge distances
connect the many different cultures of the continent. Supposedly, when the black rock cracked, a huge fragment toppled across the sky and landed near the west coast. It broke
into dozens of pieces. To this day, they float in the sky, mumbling stories to each other. South of Angel rests the large forest of Janis of where the largest population of chaparrans live
around the towers of Jibaro. Far north, across the only the
safe pass at Dianaso, one reaches the exclusive land of the
narros, known as Fargon. The largest city is Thos Thalagos. In
between, somewhere in the hazardous Nankani Mountains,
rests Laudenia. Some say the city moves from peak to peak,
making an exact location impossible.
In east Canam, two Bastions sit side by side, the free port
of York and the xenophobic fortress of Mann. One opens their
doors to all, while the other shoots outsiders on sight. In the
north, free pagus fell under control of typhox dragons. Gimfen built their underground capital nearby. The largest narros
city, the Finer Fire Pits, sits close by. In the south, a more agrarian group of gimfen live in peace with surrounding human
cities. In the centre of the continent, Limshau rests alone in
the field of Serapea. Over the skies, narrow boats with butterfly wings ferry passengers from major cities. These Feng-Fu
Flyers, even though imported from abroad, feature more in
Canam than anywhere else in the world.
If the pagus from Apocrypha didn't commit to attack under their own desire, typhox dragons would issue the orders to
do so. The dragons would beckon their slaves from their controlled lands of Azhi Dahaka.
Despite strong alliances in the north, one nation refuses to
accept the state of affairs. Darius Konig, ruler of the human
nation Baruch Malkut continues his holy crusade against the
unworthy. Carrying a fanatical belief that mankind are the
only true inheritors of the planet, Konig orders armies to march
slowly, expanding the kingdom, growing in strength and
numbers. Every year, they gather humans to their cause,
promising peace, uniting the masses in a shared hatred of all
fey. They don't despise the world of magic like the humans of
techa, but believe mankind stands superior to all others, the
true final form created by god. With their superstitious and
hysterical crusade, they rob, enslave, and murder all fey and
their collaborators. A century ago, this Blessed Kingdom
claimed all the land of southeast Canam. When Konig's armada reached the chaparran forests, the Limshau walls, and
the Gimfen Grind Towers, their expansion halted.
Baruch Malkut's fall from grace started with a simple shift
of moral ambiguity. They began their crusade with the notion
that their leaders commanded armies of righteousness and
purity against empires of corruption and evil. In this regard,
flaunting principled judgment, because they believe themselves morally superior, they justify committing immoral acts.
Being the largest human echan empire in Canam allowed
Baruch Malkut substantial diplomatic equity in the view of
their neighbors and potential allies, both in echan and techan
humans and even with the fey. They squandered such leverage.
It is surprising how much damage one person and his few
disciples caused in the political landscape of Canam. The
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lack of an effective consensus against the growing issues the
land faces allows smaller problems to blossom in severity. The
most notable example is to the sudden appearance of demon captains banding the roaming pagus camps together.
When and how the demons began emerging on Canam
shores is unclear, but unless the competing nations of Canam
look past their political problems, a much greater threat may
destroy them all.
The first time a demon captain was slain, the report fell on
deaf ears. The leader responded, filing the report quickly
away, partially oblivious to the threat, but more denying the
truth, hoping others would act. No leaders of men or elf
wanted war on their shores in their lifetime. For centuries, they
believed the problems of Slav and Euras across the ocean
remained the affairs of those living there. Canam settled with
the annoyances of wild pagus raiders, bloated dragons concerned more with their meals than power, and the scattered
complaints of slavery and ethnic cleansing from protesting fey
nations often ignored.
Many analyzing the situation agreed the first sign of invasion would be the fall of Janoah. Janoah formed from human
pilgrims from the south. They eventually found shelter and
fresh waters surrounded by several massive lakes: Cyrus, Nioba, Jura, Noa, and Telos. Though once easy to cross, the
influence of echa broke down cliffs and widened rivers, merging all the lakes. Between Telos and Cyrus, however, a massive land bridge ran across. The gargantuan expanse was 40
miles long and 600 feet wide, more than enough for an army
to cross. The city of Janoah took root on the southern side of
the bridge and began erecting defenses. It finally laid the
final brick 100 years ago. Dozens of armaments dotted a
massive fortification 150 feet tall, covering the entire expanse
of the bridge. Funneling a huge army onto the bridge allows
the Janoahn defenses to concentrate fire. The first test occurred five years later when a pagus force wandered over
the bridge. Not aware of the strength of the wall or the will of
the population, the raiders attacked. Two thousand pagus
attacked. Janoah suffered no casualties. The pagus force
carried no stern leader from pagus chief or dragon. Unorganized, they broke apart, confused by the sustained assault.
None survived. After word of the Janoah victory reached
newly formed southern allies, reinforcements flooded from
Gnimfall, Limshau, and the Finer Fire Pits. Even though the
Bridge of Tethuss suffered attack upon attack for the next
decade, the real test occurred much later when the Azhi
Dragon Lord Verkelen assaulted the wall. Only after his entire
force died on or fell off the bridge did the great beast finally
retreat. The Lords of Azhi are not stupid and they know
another path exists. Once they push their forces around the
lakes, and past the Noble Mountains, the armies of Apocrypha will be able to lay siege to all of Canam. Currently, expected loses prevent the long voyage. All that the dragons
require are numbers.
The second occurrence of a demon captain transpired
ten years ago. The third and fourth incident appeared almost
immediately. The fourth won its battle with a force from the
Finer Fire Pits pushing for new land into Alpinas. The demon
commander slaughtered the narros captain, Gilthrack Bok
and disappeared soon after. The last sighting spotted the
giant more than 500 miles south, near the edge of Limshau. It
had chameleon armor changing from red to green depending on the angle viewed. A human face was stretched unnaturally thin over an inhuman skull. A living vine of deadly
thorns twisted around a shield of Holy Dragon scales. The single survivor of the Gilthrack expedition escaped. He chanted
the creature's name constantly before a sympathetic spell
caster, Gallasan Sagard, wiped his memory of the event. Sa-

gard wrote the name down in hope it would eventually shed
light on its origin...Thornshroud.
The sudden appearance of pagus raiders under the
guided leadership of Ixindar forces alarmed the nations caring to notice. Leaders within Limshau, Abidan, Gnimfall, and
the Finer Pits all became restless and worried. Where were
these commanders originating? Did a small vessel survive the
harsh oceans or did some corrupt intelligence create these
beasts from the soils in Canam?
In the eyes of the fey, or at least the chaparrans, the
greatest fear still lies with the forces of Ixindar. Many here
sleep lightly, even considering the black gate sits on another
continent. With the evil and corrupt lands of Sana and Tranquiss, evidence exists on Canam of corruption even here. This
pales in comparison to visions occurring with several seers
across all the fey nations six months ago. They all shared a
unified image of great death and an immense battle to alter
the events of the world.
A pit of stone. Ruins remain. Armies gather. Human, Fey,
Pagus. Generals of Darkness. White clouds cradle wings of
light from the east. The pit beckons. It desires. It feeds. It
grows with death. Not enough to fill its craving. A greater toll
waits. The fate of our future waits at mankind's final stand.
The moment of the sin, committed against the world and
whatever gods were listening at the time.
A comet will fall from the sky. Human and Fey will mix their
blood. Great warriors shall fall on their knees. A mighty wind
shall wipe the fields clean. Time holds here. Nothing grows,
remaining frozen in a moment of pain and death. The throes
and screams of their souls resonate in the pits, surrounded by
the wall of a great fortress.
A fortress called . . .
Arx-Cis.
Not long after an August sun crept behind distant mountains, an unnatural wind rushed across the barren landscape
west of the bastion of York. A winged goliath bellowed and
coughed black smoke. Its bones of refined steel and carbon
fiber splintered and shattered. Its feathers of chrome flayed
off its delicate skin. The behemoth rolled over the clouds like
a beached whale. As flames licked over its nose, it trailed a
tail of stars, falling gently to the Earth. Finally, the mechanical
beast slammed into the soft dirt.
A floating stone of immense weight, disobeying the gravity law god forbad it to break, sheared off the mammoth's left
wings. As its hulk scrapped quickly across the jagged rocks, it
began to tumble, shredding more of its body, leaving its remains scattered over miles. Disemboweled by a sharp landscape, the contents of its stomach dripped from its belly. A
tail of flame stretched behind the beast in its carnage. The
monster came to rest. In its death throes, the inferno rose up,
consuming the remains of flesh. A final scream of pain convulsed and the colossus belched a mushroom cloud of fire
and the final remains of its corpse were devoured.
When the flames finally subsided, only a few charred
bones of titanium and the scar path of burned terrain behind
it remained. Several wanderers arrived to investigate the fallen leviathan. A few helped themselves to the pickings they
could scavenge, a piece of skin, or a broken fragment of
bone. Days passed before anyone located its last meal, expelled in its fall. Most of the strange contents broke on impact. However, something survived.
A curious figure, knowing well more than he should, discovered it. The crate looked cracked, but inside, he saw the
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faintest glint of light. He fought and pried the final lock and
opened the chest.
At first, his hand rolled through fluttering pieces of snow
that felt neither cold nor wet and refused to melt in the
warmth of his hand. This would scare some but this stranger
knew of science and recalled this snow came from man and
not the sky.

It dropped to his knees. A plain dull silver amulet designed
in simplicity held a very serious purple gem. The encrusted
stone showed no skill from a trained cutter. The shard looked
formed on its own and not chipped from a rock or shaved
from a tool.
As night set, the violet light grew beyond a glow, and its
humble façade could lie no more. This was something special.

Mischa couldn't notice details from this distance. The half
dozen girls stumbled and tripped off the plank, but found their
footing when on solid ground. Their massive and long ears tapered up and out to sharp point. These were not damaskans; Mischa had met those before. Laudenians were nearly indistinguishable from humans and were taller. These elves were around five
feet, short for most he’d seen, but as delicate as most fey. Their
hair was a pale as their skin, almost to the look of death, like they
had shunned the sun for hundreds of years.
When the slaver brought the whip down again, one of them
screamed a pitch so high, it cracked a nearby lantern and shattered
a snipe of red wine. This brought two heavy strikes, brutal and
hard, and she stopped.
"Sassan lannera!" he shouted. Mischa knew little of the elvish speech, but he even he knew the man made no sense. Mischa
dropped his bags onto the boards and stretched his strained back.
His neck muscles groaned for he felt as a man locked in a coffin
made for a body half his size. He gently placed his warsword onto
the bags and pulled out his father's dagger. One blade extended
from between his middle fingers, the other two came from either
side of the hand, and all pointed a hand's length from his knuckles.
Mischa didn't bother concealing his weapon or his walk.
"Bunch of fuckin' faeries!" the slaver snapped. He grabbed
the shirt of one of them and pulled her closer. With crooked and
rotted teeth, he bit onto the tip of one of the elf's ears. He almost
near nipped the tip off completely. The scream was enough to
jostle the whale moored at port. "Can you hear me now!" he
shouted directly into the canal. The man turned when he noticed
the shadow of Mischa. He had almost the ranger's height...almost.
"You wanna go a round with me—"
He lurched forward as Mischa drove the blades into the slaver's belly. Two edges bisected the heart. He was dead before he
exhaled. Mischa let the corpse drop. Passers took notice for only
a moment. No one complained. No one cheered. Mischa pondered how to refer to the elves. He never actually carried a conversation with one before. Were they women or females? Damaskans were approachable, he heard.
"You ok?" he asked. The injured one raised her head. Her
eyes were glossed over pure white. Her irises were faded to near
nothing, concealed under cataracts. The slightest light reflected a
glint off the back of her eyes. Her ears twitched and she looked to
his chest. "Know any human?" he followed up. "Common?
Onespeak? English?" She didn't answer. She was shaking.
Mischa pulled from his pocket a handful of gold coins
stamped with a bull from Barbelos, as well as a bouquet of blue
lint and a sharpened fingernail. He wasn't sure where the nail
came from. He snatched her hand and forced the coins into it.
"This is gold," he said loudly. "Travel west." He pointed. "That
way! Not that way." He pointed again. Mischa forgot she was
blind. She gripped the coins but gave no other sign of comprehension. He let go of her arm and walked away.

Down the boardwalk, Mischa passed many people giving him
a wide berth. Both his packs and persona demanded space. A
woman with obvious intent stood from leaning on a nearby lamp
post. Her short tight blue and green dress was designed to be
lifted with ease and by her walk, such was done often. Her hair
was dirtied and red, but her teeth were straight and somewhat
clean given the conditions of the others on the street.
"You didn't save anyone," she said to gain his attention.
"I'm well aware," he answered instinctly as he passed. His
accent was apparent but she couldn't recognize it. It was foreign
to her and to the land. A more educated listener could have placed
it. She didn't care. He stopped, realized the question and looked
back. "Them?"
"No tenenbri towns for thousands of miles. They'll be caught
and sent to the pens by day's end. They won't even make it to
Limshau. They're too close to Malkut."
Mischa looked back at the elves vanishing in the crowds down
the block. He looked back to the whore. "So?" he answered.
"Don't care?" She smirked a crooked smile. She liked showing her teeth, an obvious selling point.
"Should I?"
"Why’d you kill him then?"
"He was an asshole," Mischa blurted from the corner of his
mouth.
"And obviously, you're not." She orbited to block his path
down the walk. "...so?"
Mischa dropped his shoulders and let his bags hang down.
"How much?" he asked plainly.
"Ten chryso or I'll take sovereigns. No Malkut money. I have
standards."
"I have no idea what those are?"
"Standards?"
"The currency—"
"Just off the boat is literal with you, isn’t it," she fired off as
quickly.
"Would have thought that was obvious."
"What do you got?" She wanted the job. The man was stout
enough, handsome what she could see. He smelled like he had
been trapped on a small boat with a hundred others without showers. That much was true.
"Barbelos Bulls—doesn't matter. I just need a rub."
"Still counts for ten—"
"My back. I don't do coy."
"Just your back?"
"All I need. If I wanted rabbit, I’d get it for free," was his
brutal truth.
"I believe you," was her modest answer.
"I have silver."
"Silver'll do."
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INTRODUCTION
Amethyst evolves.
Cities collapse, heroes rise, and the future falls into the
hands of a few. As they travel the world, it alters, grows, and
plummets into shadow. They encounter their greatest fears
and challenge true evil in all forms. They find depth in an easy
situation, complexity in a single idea. Locations they thought
would slide by fill their time with adventure.
Welcome to Amethyst. . .
A world that changes around a band of adventurers. A
setting with a point and a climax. A world where an ending
waits. Solve it and discover the truth. Fail and the planet
crumbles underneath
Remember, the world is what you make of it.
Amethyst presents a unique angle on the traditional fantasy setting. The first and most important aspect being it's
placement on Earth and not a fictional world bearing remarkable similarities to our own. Further, this is OUR Earth, not
some stylized pseudo-ideal of Earth. A future spreads from the
world we know—a world where books and movies written
about fantasy existed. It forced many to question the familiarities of the world around with the fictional tomes of old, includ-

ing famous works from legendary authors or the ramblings of
teenagers sitting around a table rolling dice.
The second unique aspect with Amethyst relies on its
clash between magic and technology. Many fantasy settings
blend the two, usually with magic gaining the foothold and
technology falling behind. Almost all still deal with a mixing of
the two worlds. Amethyst presents a setting where the two
sides stand almost at war and from a metaphysical point of
view, actively disrupt each other's existence.
The game itself uses the D20 3.5 rules setting found by purchasing the Wizards of the Coast Dungeons and Dragons
publications PHB, DMG, and MM. These books are required
for play. Amethyst requires some basic knowledge of roleplaying games. It does not go into details about the basics of
gaming or the concepts of role-playing. Readers of this book
are assumed to have some gaming experience and some
semblance of what role-playing is really about. This is a game
with a quest. The setting at the end of the game differs from
its beginning. It diverges greatly from other settings in these
regards.
When comparing it to traditional Dungeons and Dragons,
several large points emerge that differ Amethyst from the
norm.
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ALIGNMENTS

Even though alignments remain a staple of basic fantasy
role-playing, Amethyst wishes to reduce the fanatical approach to defined personalities. This game wishes to encourage broad character arcs and more than clichéd archetypes. Players choose an alignment as normal, but these
represent the paths their characters deem the preferred path.
Only when he or she continually disregards their calling would
an alignment change be in order. Of course, the game does
showcase absolutes, as an evil character may think him good
but actions speak louder than words. A Lawful Evil character
may not believe them wholly evil. They may simply consider
their action righteous, as killing those against their belief is not
really murder nor is it evil. D&D deals with absolutes so even
though these characters may declare their actions in whatever way they chose; it does not detract the truth of their actions. This moral issue does appear frequently throughout the
game. Because a character believing himself to be good is
actually evil, he will still be struck down by holy strikes.
To reflect this ambiguity, alignment restrictions on certain
classes have been loosened to allow a broader range. It
should also be added that Amethyst's core story and mythos
depends on players making heroes. They may be vengeance
driven and internally torn between issues, balancing close to
the edge of darkness, but heroes they will ultimately remain.
Amethyst does not prohibit the use of creating evil Players for
a game based on selfish and/or sadistic activity, but further
adventures continually support the ideal of heroes banding
together to save the world.

ALTERED MAGIC

Amethyst is devoid of high level spells, most major magic
items, and all artifacts save for the ones included here. Characters may gain several powerful spells during the course of
the game but these come in the form of Foundation spells,
which are rare, costly to cast, and time consuming to quest
for. Certain spells are notably absent; especially those involving direct divine intervention or offer themselves as shortcuts
around distances and quests. As a result, all transport spells
are absent.
In addition, all resurrection spells are absent save for two
and one commits a heinously evil act upon its casting. This
places the fear of death back into the player's hearts, where
it belongs.
Spell casters also underwent a major change. Spell casting techniques are unique depending on the caster. Spell lists
are completely altered. Mages are a melding of sorcerer and
wizard with a new edge not seen before.
Clerics gain their power directly from Attricana, claiming
the gate bestows power from a divine creator, which may or
may not live on the other side. This may simply be drawing
energy into one's soul as at least one nation on Earth declares
similar abilities while claiming atheism, throwing doubt of an
intelligent creator and maintaining god's ambiguity. Druids
also obtain their power from the gate, though not directly.
They receive their abilities from a conduit, namely the Earth.
They worship nature and the world around. In their belief, the
world channels the power from the gate and casters gain
their power from below, not from above. Druids harness the
wind, earth, fire, and water as well as the animals and plants
around them, shaping and controlling them as they wish.
Mages disregard channeling and mysticism, approaching
the gate with an almost scientific eye. They claim while clerics and druids blind themselves to the mysteries of the gate,
they dive head first, taunting the cosmos to reveal its darkest

secrets. Long before man or even elves, the first power from
the gates channeled through the immense capacity of the
draconic language. This practice continues today and remains the most popular form of spell casting. Anyone dedicated enough holds the potential to cast basic spells. Only
with lifelong persistence and an innate gift for understanding
such intricate mysteries, can the extremely rare few channel
anything more than simple cantrips.
Although many of these casters respect the other, some
animosity exists. Some clerics claim druids are blasphemers
while both claim mages shortcut any belief and accuse them
as heretics or infidels. Some mages meanwhile accuse the
other two as delusional and since the most powerful spells derive from mages, they carry some tendency to be arrogant
about the fact.

DIFFERENT RACES

There are three types of races: heritage, spawn, and
evolved. There are no rule differentiations per say. Heritage
races derive from the 1st epoch, in the time before man,
leading up until the exodus. These are almost all fey derived
species like damaskan, pagus, laudenians, and narros.
Spawns are spontaneous life forms created from the sea of
magic. They all have a short history and lack defined cultures.
Most live their lives as mindless beasts. The majority of enemies encountered in the world are spawns. Only a tiny fraction gained the intelligence to better themselves. Evolves are
the remaining animals that survived to the present day, the
most notable example being man. Magic has pushed a few
into greater or more grotesque forms but they more or less
resemble their ancestors. Dire animals are the most common
magically influence creatures.
Discrimination between ethnic groups within races seldom
occurs in the face of truly foreign outsiders. No negative feelings exist between the damasian and limshau damaskan
elves, for example. This is also is the case for narros of Finer
and Fargon. Even humans, encompassing a wide spectrum
of beliefs and ethnic groups learned to coexist. Nothing unites a people more than finding a common enemy. Unfortunately, these tempered feelings begot increased intolerance
in other races.

MAGIC vs. TECHNOLOGY
Rules are in place detailing how these two forces clash.
Technology allows players refusing magic to offset their deficiency. The more advanced technology suffers the greatest
chance of interference. Techan characters venturing into the
world must temper their aggressiveness, lest they lose all their
equipment and weapons to the first magical beast they encounter. Many magical effects can be replicated in technology, but the higher the technology, the harder it will be to find
and maintain.

RELIGION

Do not expect dozens of faiths and many new fictional
gods. The fey descendants brought only a handful with them,
the most significant being the deities of Erufu and Oaken.
Some worship dragons while others pray directly to the gates
themselves.
Outside of those, many human faiths survived virtually unaltered. Players would gain an opportunity to play a cleric
bound to Islam or Christianity or even Buddhism or Sikhism.
One choosing these faiths (although described briefly here) is
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expected to honor their ideals and commit the proper research to do them justice.
In all cases, expect God to be as silent as he is today.

STORY

Amethyst presents a changing story where the game alters each time one plays it depending on when someone
plays and what side they play on. Further adventures not only
detail an evolving story but the setting changes as the game
progresses. The final setting may look somewhat different
from where it all began. Events beginning at point A move to
point B. They don't revolve back to A. The game holds secrets only the Game Master should know, secrets no player
should read. They explain the setting in detail and answer
many of the questions presented in the following pages,
though not all of them.

CLASS FOCUS

Instead of including a hundred prestige classes for a dozen nations in Amethyst, classes presented include paths a PC
may take that slightly alter the primary class. Some add light
color to a monochromatic class while others greatly alter the
result. Others represent a unique take on an idea while others
simply assist certain classes into diving into prestige classes
sooner by adding beneficial abilities able to meet the requirements of said classes. The prestige classes listed charac-

terize a unique regional or racial path while class focus is a
direction any player may take. Certain locations in Canam
and the rest of the world endorse specific paths. They are not
required nor are they exclusive.
Beyond that, it’s not the goal of Amethyst to re-write the
book of fantasy but simply bend the mirror in such a way to
create a situation where a fantasy world is literally forced
upon our society. Would we all embrace magic or would we
hide in our secured homes, content with sanitation and calculators that work? If the fantasy setting appears unoriginal
(with traditional classes and races) it is because it was intended.

ABILITY SCORES

ABILITY SCORE TABLE

The table of ability modifiers and bonus spells has been
changed because of the reduced magic in Amethyst. Spellcasters cannot cast spells above 6th level. Some of those
spells are present but require the research of foundation spells
and the search for anchors. There is a limit of how many
foundation spells the character can learn depending on their
attribute tied to their class. Only mages can cast foundation
spells. They can take the foundation spell feat as often as
they like (to cast learned foundation spells more often) but
can only learn the listed number of different spells on the table below.

Table: Ability Modifiers and Bonus Spells
Score
1
2–3
4–5
6–7
8–9
10–11
12–13
14–15
16–17
18–19
20–21
22–23
24–25
26–27
28–29
30–31
32–33
34–35
36–37
38–39
40–41
42–43
44–45
etc. . . .

Modifier
–5
–4
–3
–2
–1
0
+1
+2
+3
+4
+5
+6
+7
+8
+9
+10
+11
+12
+13
+14
+15
+16
+17

——— Bonus Spells (by Spell Level)———
0
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th
— Can’t cast spells tied to this ability —
— Can’t cast spells tied to this ability —
— Can’t cast spells tied to this ability —
— Can’t cast spells tied to this ability —
— Can’t cast spells tied to this ability —
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
1
—
—
—
—
—
—
1
1
—
—
—
—
—
1
1
1
—
—
—
—
1
1
1
1
—
—
—
2
1
1
1
1
—
—
2
2
1
1
1
1
—
2
2
2
1
1
1
—
2
2
2
2
1
1
—
3
2
2
2
2
1
—
3
3
2
2
2
2
—
3
3
3
2
2
2
—
3
3
3
3
2
2
—
4
3
3
3
3
2
—
4
4
3
3
3
3
—
4
4
4
3
3
3
—
4
4
4
4
3
3
—
5
4
4
4
4
3
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Maximum Foundation Spells
Cannot Cast Foundation Spells
Cannot Cast Foundation Spells
Cannot Cast Foundation Spells
Cannot Cast Foundation Spells
Cannot Cast Foundation Spells
Cannot Cast Foundation Spells
1
1
2
2
3
3
4
4
5
5
6
6
7
7
8
8
9

Antikari was a small house of questionable nobility in a small
town that ruled a dozen smaller farms. The main keep was a
fenced house only slightly larger than surrounding buildings. Antikari also hated elves. Anyone approaching the town quickly
picked up this well-known small nugget of information. Any
moral opposition to the population's xenophobic view needed restraining for those wanting to approach Angel. It’s what raised it
above the inconsequential as the town sat at the mouth of the only
relatively safe road to the bastion, the last point of civilization before the four-day stretch of lawless road to the east gate of the
great city. A tall, wild forest dominated the distance between,
swarming with goblins with little desire to settle and cultivate a
peaceful life. Travelers needed to unite as the raiders preferred
smaller, less defended targets.
The town nurtured a business of escorts and travel guides
armed with allies and swords. Because traveling west only led to
Angel, few non-humans needed any reason to enter Antikari. Raven, however, refused to leave Aiden's side and he never bothered
to ask her to depart. He personally cared little for the radical ramblings of a few humans refusing to adapt to the coming winds.
Even Mahan would be welcome. They entered the town on horseback late in the evening, during rain. They planned on a simple
night's rest. Acquiring assistance on the journey appeared unlikely
with Raven in tow. Maybe others on the same path would welcome the company, regardless of the shape of one's ears.
The town learned advanced construction and even maintained
a simple system of internal plumbing. At this late hour, gas powered lamps continued to flicker with flame. A thumping racket
echoed from the tavern as the three riders approached. Raven
slipped off the mount as if falling, but landed perfectly on her feet.
Aiden and Mahan dismounted less gracefully.
“I wager we keep trekking,” Mahan finally admitted through
the shadow concealing his face behind the green cloak. “It’s too
big a risk.”
Aiden threw his hood back to allow some rain on his face,
“We're sure to attract raiders. It's the time of year. The larger the
group, the less tasty the target. We'll chance the tavern.” Aiden
passed Mahan and approached Raven. She was quiet, already
reaching the front oak doors to the tavern. A carved wooden sign
hung overhead read Matoko.
There was a weapon check at the entrance. Mahan offered his
scimitar, Aiden, his dagger—clean and virgin to blood. Raven,
covered and looking as a child, passed by unsearched. They found
their seats away from the bar, among others sharing drinks and
meals without notice. Many outsiders still found the temperature
uncomfortably cold. Those and the wandering travelers wishing
anonymity, or just wishing to look dark and mysterious, kept their
traveling robes firmly with hoods up. Raven hardly stood out.
Maybe her figure would confuse her as a child—another reason to
conceal her face from the potential rowdy patrons of the Matoko.
Mahan and Aiden found seats around the elf. Before even settling,
a nearby female server brought water, clean and plentiful, pulled
in from around the town. The band of drums, flutes, a pair of violins and a bizarre misshapen double horn filled the room with a
cacophony of clashing styles with little skill.
The rather tall and well-endowed server passed a glance at the
elf who kept her eyes down, attempting ignorance. Raven always
remained quiet in crowds. Custodians were like that, shy and secluded. The noise and boisterousness unsettled her. Aiden felt for

her isolation. He did not intend to remain long and quickly started
to scan the room for those standing out, those preparing to undertake the same journey. Aiden's eyes quickly assessed the room.
Raven whispered just loud enough for him and Mahan to hear.
“Five in the distant corner.” They both leaned forward to listen.
She continued, “The short one looks like a hairless chick still with
the tooth to break out of the egg. A druid I imagine, though I
doubt one with any power. The robes mark him from Jairus.
They prefer isolation and the company of men only.” Aiden and
Mahan darted their eyes quickly to find the group in question.
They finally located them almost out of sight, bathed in shadow
nearly behind a table divider. Raven resumed, “The three by the
band, their leather packs feature a style only seen by workers from
Sykar. The young one's face appears too small for his head, probably needs glasses but refuses to wear them. Wide eyed, probably
a businessman. The other across worked a farm, built like a pagus, but sits with no awareness of his surroundings. The woman
carries child but not due for some time. Surprised they came this
far. Doubt they will survive themselves. They will burden us rather than offer assistance. Goblins will smell the gestation from
across the forest and surely attack." Aiden spun his head around
and looked across the band. Instead of seeing the family, his eyes
moved past to a group of local brutes staring back. The recently
finished game of billiards forced them to find other ways to expel
excess energy. Aiden diverted his attention away from the locked
eyes and turned back to Raven.
Mahan never turned to look at the family. Instead, he looked
elsewhere, past Raven's back, to the bar across the other wall.
“You missed one, sharp eyes.” He whispered loud enough to
overcome the band.
“Really?” she responded. “Your god bless you with superior
vision?”
“Among other endowments,” he smiled. He nudged his chin,
pointing without fingers, “Bar...single one. Note the shield.” Aiden turned back again, slower this time.
“Single?” Said Raven, head still down, not following Aiden's
turn.
“Look at the shield.” Mahan repeated. Aiden stared. He noticed the black and red furs from a firewolf, a creature not seen
this far west and south, hanging off the man. The figure wearing
the pelt across his back looked inches taller than anyone else sitting at the bar. He sipped a small drop of heavy alcohol. When
lowering the tiny glass, he laid it alongside a dozen brothers. The
shield hung down from the back, held by thick leather straps. A
pristine symbol pushed through mud and dried blood. The image
showed a small dagger with an angled grip for punching rather
than slashing. Three blades rose from the grip, one from the center, two from either end; they terminated almost to the same point.
“Ohhh...” Aiden smiled at the symbol and turned back to the
table, “No one takes a Kantis shield without tearing it away in battle.” Aiden gulped a mouth of water and dropped the cup. “Back
in a minute.” Aiden stood and weaved his way to the bar, a leather pack still dangled from his shoulder. Raven raised her eyes, a
little surprised at Aiden's forwardness. The tavern's dim gaslights
from hanging balls illuminated her perfect complexion and sharp
features. Though the obvious ears remained hidden, the billiard
players took notice and identified their victim.
Aiden approached the behemoth. The figure hardly acknowledged him as Aiden took a seat for himself. The tall figure fea-
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tured deep-set brown eyes behind a thick brow only more dominated by a larger beard of black curls. Braids dangled from a full
head of hair falling to his shoulders. The armor, a mix of mail,
scales, and plates, offset only moderate defense for maneuverability. Strands of animal hair seemed to poke from the gaps. The
firewolf pelt covered a smaller hide, curled up and loosely falling
on one side. The short blonde hairs on the pelt confounded Aiden.
Significant body hair covered tanned muscles poking from tears in
the chained arms. A long burn scar ran down from elbow to
knuckles; the imprint looked far too specific to be from a natural
flame. More scars hid behind the facial hair as well. The beard
hid one, which totally wrapped around his neck. Other than the
pelts, the warrior wallowed with no other trophies. Only when
Aiden glanced at his side, did he notice the figure remained armed.
He must have forced the issue upon entry at the tavern or rather
they refrained to ask given the presentation of the assumed flamboyant entrance.
“Not from around here, are you?” Aiden started. The figure
reached for another shooter. He paused as he lifted it up to his
lips. He opened his mouth to speak, but decided the drink came
first. “Which direction do you head?” Aiden continued. Again,
the stranger stayed silent. Aiden rolled his eyes, obviously not
impressed by the treatment. “God, every man wielding a sword
believes himself the greatest master of arms, brooding and sulking
as if mystery spurned interest. Made you more appealing to ones
you wish to bed with. Very well, succeed with others. Probably
not even from Kantis—” Aiden started to leave.
The Kantis snapped Aiden's cloak and threw him back to his
stool. He growled silently only for Aiden to hear. “Perhaps I prefer to drink and sulk alone. When I require company from whores
or homosexuals, I will seek you out.” His voice, not scratchy or
rough, glistened with the accent from Slav nations across the
ocean.
Aiden picked up the proof of the ranger's origin in his voice
and smiled. “Well last I checked, I was neither, though I believe
Antikari caters to both vices, but those taverns run down another
street.” Aiden stood his footing. He sneered back at the warrior,
“Those gathering here look for assistance for the trek to Angel.”
The ranger let go of Aiden, who shrugged off the grab. He lifted
his partial fallen shoulder pack. “You survived this long, demon
hunter. Perhaps ego convinces you a lone traveler will survive to
Angel. Gathered by your attitude, I'm right. But we also head
there. You know a way in?”
The ranger dropped the empty glass. Finally, he rotated to
face Aiden, “I hear of sages at Angel, truthsayers and oracles seeing those wishing to remain hidden. I need such wisdom now. I
traveled half this world, across an ocean of waves and wind following prey. I lost him upon landfall. I survived. What need I
have for a wizard?”
Aiden looked down at his simple attire. All he wore was the
leather reinforced padding under double-layered silk he acquired
at Limshau. The red velvet and cotton cloak covered most of it.
Even his brown leather pack was sealed. “Hmm,” Aiden responded, “What gave it away, the pointy hat or the funny staff?”
“You left the table to talk but took your pack. Not big enough
for a weapon and too clumsy for gold. You wear little armor but
are unafraid of the amount of predators eyeing you and what you
keep.” Aiden glanced at the room. He quickly caught at least
three other individuals glancing at him. He darted a glance at the
band, then to the empty pool tables. The ranger continued, “Either
you're a fool, naïve, or wield a weapon greater than sharpened
steel. What's your totem? Don't tell me a book?” Aiden dropped
his brow and nodded. The ranger rolled his eyes. “What purpose
awaits you in a bastion?” He finally asked.

“Actually, we seek Genai, a small town within Angel, as foreign to the towers around it as you are to this land. If you seek
oracles, that's where they live.” Aiden held out his hand. In it
rested a silver plastic card featuring a barcode on the bottom and a
fingerprint atop. The ranger looked confused at it. “Ident card.
All citizens of Angel receive one at birth. No one enters without
gaining a temporary pass. Then it's hard without endorsement
from a citizen, which I happen to be. Most of those immigrating
to Angel never enter. They make a life in the shadow of the outer
wall. Despite your intimidating demeanor, you won't make it past
the sentry guards.” Aiden smiled and pocketed the card.
“So...Care to rethink the journey?”
The Ranger smirked. He held out his hand and he and Aiden
shook. Finally, he announced, “Mischa Federov Romanov.”
“Aiden Camus," returned the answer. Continued conversation
was broken by a crash at the other end of the room. Mischa turned
quickly to look. Aiden remained staring ahead. He squinted his
eyes, “Ohh, sssshhhhit,” he muttered between his teeth. He
opened his eyes and immediately spotted Raven's exposed ears as
visible as a candle in the darkness, as if the light reflected off a
hundred sets of eyes, focused all on her. The fierce brute with
ham hands and crocodile skin maintained a fierce grip on Raven's
drawn hood. Two others of similar unpleasantness surrounded the
table. A dozen more approached slowly while a further dozen
took their distance. Mahan remained seated, ignoring the approaching crowd. His teeth clenched, restraining his emotions the
best he could. Raven showed no fear, but held it firm in her heart.
“All we need, another god damned puck!” The crocodile bellowed. He gave the hood a tug, pulling the string to Raven's neck,
“Shows nerve. You enter by choice? Eh? You belong to him?”
he added, gesturing to Mahan.
Mahan despised lying but spoke it well anyway. "That's correct. I purchased her from an auction in Tobias. Spent good money on that skin you blemish. Care to release her? I so dislike it
when they're bruised." Raven remained tight-lipped. She furrowed her brow and stared at the Crocodile with unflinching eyes.
“Sure doesn't look broken. She hides a mighty temper. And I
don't see any marks of ownership—”
“—I paid substantially for purity of flesh. The finest slavers
never leave a mark. And the flame in her eyes translates to the
bed chamber only, I assure you.” Mahan interrupted. The crocodile released her hood and palmed her cheeks with a firm hand.
Mahan stood quickly. “If her presence upsets you, we'll depart
without objection. Release her.” Two allies of the Crocodile, a
dirty faced off-shift miner with a bear-like hairy chest and a thinner bald man with wide eyes and the cackle of a hyena quickly
snatched the arms of the cleric.
“Fey lovers are the worst of the lot.” The Hyena and the Bear
firmed their grip on Mahan. The Hyena called to the Crocodile,
“Most Tobias slavers traffic chaparrans. Easier to break. And
when they sell damaskans, they take the tip of the tongue as a final
sign of their bondage. I saw her speak. She's no slave. Get a
rope.”
The Crocodile sneered down at the still sitting elf, “Not yet.
We'll tape her up. Money to be made in skin like this.” He lowered himself to her level and whispered, "Ever been split by a
real man's cock before?”
Raven's nagamaki pinned between the Crocodile's left testicle
to his inner thigh. She only pushed in three or four inches, tops.
“Ever been split by a real elf’s sword?” she sneered back at him.
The Bear and Hyena paused in shock as the Crocodile pulled away
from blade and elf. For a moment, the Crocodile stopped worrying about where the blade actually stuck and pondered how she
was able to enter the bar with her weapons. The blood spilled and
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rolled quickly down his left leg. The Crocodile barely screamed,
more a grimace of horrified shock. The blade successfully navigated through padded legs and even a few links of mail from a
defensive undershirt.
Before the Hyena and Bear focused their anger and rage, Mahan let out a slight sigh and lowered himself down. He kicked the
Bear's legs out, who quickly fell with a hard thump; flabs of fat
smacked the wood. With an arm released, Mahan threw his balanced weight to the Hyena, throwing an elbow to his face. Mahan rolled across the Hyena's broken nose and wrestled his other
arm free. The Hyena threw his head back, a spit of blood flicked
to another patron. The bear rose slowly to his feet, desperately
trying to get himself to his knees. Mahan dropped his arms and
snatched the two concealed arm-length steel bars from his sides.
The Hyena pulled a concealed dagger and attempted to strike
first. Mahan weaved and slapped the pipe across the Hyena's shattered nose. The bolt of pain threw the thug back. Mahan spun
around to the knuckles of Bear's clenched fist. Another strike to
the other hand pushed the Bear back closer to the wall. Mahan
kicked the Bear back further until his head banged against the
hanging gas lamp. The Bear screamed in anger and threw the pain
behind him. Mahan brought both arms back and crossed the poles
in front of Bear's throat. The crossed pipes pinned him against the
wall. Mahan released his grip on the weapons, but they remained
in place, choking the beast against the wall. Despite rage and
muscle, the Bear couldn't push the bars back. Mahan turned
around to see the Hyena again in front, flanked by two others, referred now simply as the Ape and the Weasel.
Aiden jumped off the stool but Mischa's arm stopped him suddenly. "No Magic,” he said. Mischa marched towards the gathering. His hard boots of steel and leather thumped the wood floor
with heavy falls. Whump! Whump! The massive cleats clawed
into the boards. Another patron, whose allegiance in the situation
was probably dubious, attempted foolishly to delay the mammoth
with his body and a firm foot plant. Mischa refused to even acknowledge the absurd block and offered only a passing shoulder.
The struck man was taken off his footing. He shattered through
two tables and three chairs before rolling over three patrons and
striking the distant brick wall.
A fire axe, a formidable weapon if wielded with skill, lunged
from the crowd with a blind thrust. Raven's hands quickly
grabbed the back of her chair. Her legs pushed up and she rolled
up the backrest. Flipping in the air, her legs settled on the back of
the chair, hardly disturbed by the action. The axe splintered the
chair and carried through to the oak support beam behind. The
scrawny Rat maintained his grip on the weapon, but couldn't
wrench it from its place. Raven settled back down, balancing on
the embedded axe. She threw a kick, sending the Rat back to the
crowd. The kick's weight followed up and Raven grasped onto a
ceiling support beam. Her legs slowly brought the rest of her body
up and she reached her arms behind to grab the beam. She hung
onto the wood like a maiden figurehead latching onto the bow of a
clipper vessel.
Mischa raised one foot and kicked the unexpected Weasel before he could fully draw his ankle blade from its sheath. Outside
the tavern, a couple concerned more of covering themselves from
the rain with sheets of newspaper passed by a small window.

They were not expecting a limp body to fly through, over them,
across the boardwalk, and strike the mud in the middle of the
street.
The Ape's blow by hefty chunk of broken table hoped to catch
Mischa off guard. The ranger caught the wood under his arm and
took the improvised weapon for himself. The Ape moved in to
grasp the ranger with his impressive limbs. Not even when Mischa snapped the wood in half across the Ape's ear did the beast
stop charging. An armored plated knee tightly to the scrotum prevented the advance. A solid slam from head to head threw the
Ape to the ground. The backs of a dozen others stiffened with the
approach of the mob. Mischa stepped back and bumped with Mahan, unarmed, but wielding rigid fists. Raven continued to hang,
looking at the dire situation from the roof. Aiden finally stepped
forward. He reached into his leather pack and grabbed his book,
but did not remove it.
The dozen, angry and hateful, closed in. The Bear, wishing he
could join in, continued to hang from the floating bars. Mischa
reached back and grabbed his scabbard upon seeing the makeshift
weapons of the crowd. The mob stepped closer and closer, ready
for the final charge.
“Chak-Ren-Yo!” Aiden snapped. At once, every combatant
around for three tables save for Raven, Mahan, and Mischa,
dropped to the ground in a deep slumber. Knives and pool cues
fell from limp hands and rolled across the floor. Those outside the
fall stared with a sudden fear from the spell cast. Aiden entered
the circle of fallen. He looked up to Raven and expelled a hefty
breath. She shrugged her shoulders in return. “Time for subtly
has passed. Shall we?” He asked. Raven dropped back down and
landed lightly on her feet with hardly a tap.
Mischa pivoted and marched for the door. Raven and Aiden
followed. Aiden forgot his dagger. Mahan walked over to the
now unconscious Bear, slowly choking on the bars. Mahan took
firm grip and released them. The sleeping thug struck the ground,
teeth cracking on the floor. Mahan holstered the weapons at his
sides and announced as he left, “Lovely atmosphere. We'll be
back.” He paused. The crowd stayed still and quiet. Mahan lifted
an open palm to wave. “Praise be to God!” he said, turned, and
left. He snapped his finger at the check and snatched his blade
back.
Outside, despite the sudden fear from the mob in the tavern,
the four hastily loosed their mounts. Mischa's warhorse, dressed
in chain barding and a disciplined gate, loyally waited unbound.
“We're still agreed?” Aiden asked loudly to overcome the
heavy downpour.
Mischa shouted back, “Very well. But no more unfair fights.
We duel until their defeat.” Mischa tapped his horse and led the
group away. Raven remained quiet, though Mahan's curiosity got
the best of him.
“And you are—“ he addressed the ranger.
“I hope you carry some camp gear,” Mischa interrupted.
“We'll take shelter in the forest. No inn will take us anymore.”
Mahan did not bother repeating the question.
As they galloped from town, Aiden rode up to catch the ranger, “I do regard them defeated, by the way.”
Mischa snorted, “You put them to sleep, wizard. That's no
way to win. Might as well cut off their balls.”
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